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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Introduction  

The study investigated the influence of English language as a medium of instructions 

on students‟ mathematics understanding in secondary schools in Tanzania. This 

chapter introduces the study and provides an overview of the problem. In particular, 

the chapter presents the background to the problem, statement of the problem, 

objective of the study, research questions, scope of the study, significance of the 

study, definition of terms and, finally, the chapter ends with a summary of the main 

issues of the chapter. 

1.1 Background of the Study 

In today‟s technology driven society, greater demands have been placed on 

individuals to interpret and use mathematics to make sense of information and 

complex situations, as an essential tool in many fields, including natural science, 

engineering, medicine, and the social sciences (Wasike, 2006). Due to its 

importance, mathematics is among the subjects taught in a secondary school 

curriculum in the world. It is taught in various languages such as Arabic, English, 

French, Portuguese and Spanish (UNESCO 2010). 

Conversely, English is the language that has become a global concern that has 

attracted educational researchers and politicians today, especially in the areas where 

it is used as the medium of instructions for the students whose first language is not 

English such as in  Uganda, Malaysia, Malawi, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe and 

Nigeria,  (Bwenge, 2012).In Tanzania, due to globalization, English as a second 

official language and a medium of instructions in secondary schools makes it 

essential for  teachers  to prepare students by  imparting  them  with appropriate 

skills to enable them cope with the paradigm shift from content to competence based 

teaching and learning for them  to compete globally (MOEVT, 2009). However there 

has been a sporadic debate on the appropriate medium of instructions at all levels of 

education (Kinyaduka & Kiwara, 2013).For instance, Kiswahili is a medium of 

instruction at primary school level and English is taught as a subject. Students then 

find themselves abruptly switching to English in secondary schools.  Given  this  

situation, many students find the transition from primary to secondary school 
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difficult due to immediate change of language of  instructions from Kiswahili to 

English (Yogi, 2017). According to Telli, (2012) it  was observed that, most students 

have low knowledge level of English when enrolled into secondary schools where 

they are expected to learn fundamental subject such as Mathematics in their non-

native language. Thus there has been a very strong section of opinion favoring 

mother tongue as the medium of instructions. Besides, it is also believed that mother 

tongue as a medium of instruction, enhances the importance of local languages and 

helps students to understand better if they are taught in a language that they are 

familiar with. This can be seen through the effort and ambitions of the current 

president, John Magufuli who declared 10 years of free compulsory basic education 

while incorporating the change of language of  instructions in secondary and tertiary 

education to Kiswahili in new policy of 2014 (Yogi, 2017). 

However the Minister for Education, Science and Technology, Prof Joyce 

Ndalichako told the parliament that English language will remain the language of 

instructions in schools because of its importance in the international business (The 

citizen, wed/12/2019). Despite its importance, using English as a language of 

instructions is still a barrier not only to students but also to teachers because they 

come from the same society in which their first language is Kiswahili. For instance 

Pandian and Ramiah (2004) found teachers with lack of understanding the linguistic 

features, experience problems in explaining concepts and pronunciation of words and 

terms of subject content. Also Trewby & Graan, (2000) reported that, most students 

start schooling with almost zero knowledge of English as the result they get 

frustrated, resign, fail and drop-out from school. The main reason for this is that they 

are unable to understand or use the language of teaching and evaluation. Students‟ 

educational background affect understanding of the lesson due to poor  level of 

English knowledge therefore they view failure due to lack of ability hence hold less 

hope for doing better in the future.(O‟Neil, 2011). 

The decision about which medium of instructions to use and its impact on education 

is a complex one not only in Tanzania but other places in the world. For instance the 

Hong Kong Education Department, consistent with this recommendation, issued 

strong guidelines to use Chinese as the medium of instructions for subjects other than 

English in schools where most students do not have the necessary English 
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proficiency. Therefore, students spend most of their time memorizing the English 

words unless sufficient remedial help is offered because the problem of student in 

learning various content subjects through English will not automatically go away, 

even after several years (Marsh et al, 2000). Furthermore, in Canada, a  study 

conducted by Haron, Gapor, Masran, Ibrahim and Nor (2008) discovered that a large 

number of students had low ability in English associated with not understanding well 

in mathematics since  they lacked vocabulary and confused with certain words when 

English was being used during instructional process. According to Canada Ministry 

of Education, (2005) students can only actively participate in knowledge creation if 

they are allowed to use the language they understand very well, which in most cases, 

is the language that is usually spoken in their day to day life. 

The Sub-Saharan countries such as Zambia, Zimbabwe, Malawi, Botswana, 

Namibia, South Africa and Uganda inherited from their colonial past a language 

policy which does not account for the needs and interests of the students. Students go 

through difficult time sometimes suffering from both physical and psychological 

torture in the process of understanding subject matter when English is  being used as 

a medium of instruction (Mtallo, 2015). As the result, these countries have been 

offering education to students in their mother languages as well as in English in order 

to make them understand what they are being taught (Marji 2009). For example, 

Namibia is a multilingual country with English being the official language and the 

medium of instructions in schools. Therefore, to support the principles of students‟ 

competence in the Namibian curriculum, communicative strategies such as code 

switching practices are not only inevitable but necessary in schools where the 

English language is used as medium of instructions. Similarly, in South Africa,  the 

Education Language Policy of 2010, emphasizes the utilization of mother tongue 

languages to assist students communicate, interpret and interact with others in 

sharing information and  hence  promote easy transfer of knowledge and skills 

(Jordan and Van Rooyen 2011). In view of this, the language of education should be 

that which offers potential for full participation by the masses (Batibo 

2005).However, in the developing countries, this issue has not been well addressing 

the problem of English language on specific subjects such as mathematics. Therefore 

what motivated the researcher to conduct this research was inadequate information 
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on whether or not English language as a medium of instructions influences students‟ 

mathematics understanding at secondary school level. Hence, this study was 

designed to bridge such a knowledge gap 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

This  study was motivated by the prevailing English language problems among 

secondary school students such as speaking (inability of students to make discussion 

in English), limited vocabulary, grammatical errors and writing skills, that limit them  

in  understanding  various subjects including mathematics (Lupogo, 2014; Makewa 

& Ellen Tuguta, 2013). Problems related to understanding mathematics are a 

common phenomenon among students around the world with no exception in 

Tanzania. Various studies have provided a number of factors that influence students‟ 

mathematics understanding positively or negatively. Among  these factors are 

students attitude and background towards mathematics (Chemiron,2015,Komba & 

Bosco,2015). However, studies carried out in secondary schools are silent on the 

influence of the use of English language on students‟ mathematics understanding 

(Michael, 2015 & David, 2014). On this particular regard, Qorro, (2006) and Mbaga, 

(2015) claim that for learners to be quick, resolute and effective thinkers, the mastery 

of the language of instructions is a basic requirement to a learning process by both 

learners and teachers. Therefore, this study investigated the influence of English as a 

medium of instructions in secondary schools focusing on students‟ mathematics 

understanding.  

1.3 Objective of the Study 

1.3.1 General Objective 

The purpose of the study was to examine the influence of English language as a 

medium of instructions on understanding of mathematics among secondary school 

students in Tanzania. 

1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

The specific objectives of the study were: 

i) To examine students experiences of linguistic transition from Kiswahili to 

English in understanding mathematics. 
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ii) To examine teachers‟ use of English language as a medium of instructions in 

teaching and learning mathematics. 

iii) To determine the challenges of English language as a medium of instructions 

on students‟ mathematical understanding. 

1.4 Research Questions   

The study was guided by three research questions: 

i) How do students experience the linguistic transition from Kiswahili to 

English when it comes to mathematics understanding? 

ii) How do teachers use English language as medium of instructions in teaching 

and learning mathematics? 

iii) What are the challenges of using English language as a medium of 

instructions b especially on students‟ mathematical understanding? 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

For  mathematics teachers, this study is expected to  help  them  to understand  

whether  using  English as a medium of instructions cater  for  the  learning  needs  of  

students  or  otherwise. Secondly, it will help by providing information on how to 

improve teachers‟ professional knowledge through in-services training geared to help 

them use English properly as a medium of instructions for students‟ understanding of 

mathematics. Thirdly, the study findings will help policy makers, teachers, parents, 

curriculum designers, students and other educational stakeholders to set some 

strategies for improving speaking, reading and writing skills to cater for the demands 

of students‟ mathematical understanding.  

1.6 Scope and Delimitation of the Study  

This study was carried out in Dodoma City in Dodoma Region. The involved 

respondents were mathematics teachers, Heads of department of Mathematics and 

Form IV students in secondary schools. The study involved 4 public secondary 

schools. The study focused on examining the influence of English language as a 

medium of instruction on students‟ mathematics understanding. 
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1.7 Definition of Key Terms 

In the context of this study, several terms were used. These terms are defined here to 

inform what they mean in this study.  

1.7.1 Second language (SL) 

Second language has traditionally been used in different contexts and can mean (a) 

the second language learned (chronologically); (b) the weaker language; (c) a 

language that is not the mother tongue; or (d) the less used language (Plonski, 2013). 

However, for the purpose of this study, the term second language refers to language 

of instructions used by teachers in teaching mathematics at secondary school level. 

1.7.2 Language Proficiency 

Language proficiency is the ability of an individual to speak or perform in an 

acquired language (Cummins, 1984). Also American Council on the Teaching of 

Foreign Languages (2008) defines language proficiency as the ability of an 

individual to speak or perform in an acquired language. Language Proficiency (LP) is  

helpful in spelling out the two kinds of competencies learners need to function 

effectively in academic contexts (Hendrickz, 2008). However, for the purpose of this 

study, language proficiency has to  do  with  learners‟ level of understanding of the 

language of instructions and the new concept to be learnt. 

1.7.3 Medium of Instruction  

Mkwizu (2003) defines “medium of instructions” as the language that is used in the 

process of teaching and learning. UNESCO (2013) defines medium of instructions as 

“language(s) used to convey a specified curriculum in a formal or non-formal 

educational setting”. Furthermore, it is a language which enables students to apply 

the knowledge and skills they have acquired and to think critically and creatively 

(Gran, 2007). However, for the purpose of this study, medium of instructions refers 

to the preferred instructional language in many classrooms in Tanzania for 

transferring skills and knowledge. 

1.7.4 Code switching and Code mixing 

Code switching is defined as the use of two or more languages during single 

utterances between speakers of the same language community (Mkwizu, 2003). 
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Code-mixing, on the other hand, is the changing of one language to another within 

the same utterance or in the same oral/written text (Ho, 2007). However for the 

purpose of this study the team code switching and code mixing are common coping 

strategies where two languages English and Kiswahili are used in the context of 

teaching and learning.  

1.7.5 Mother tongue 

Defined as the language the child grows up at home (Plonski, 2013). UNESCO 

defines mother tongue as the “main language spoken in the home environment and 

acquired as a first language, sometimes called the home language” (UNESCO, 

2013). However, for the purpose of this study, mother tongue is the language that a 

person acquires in early childhood, because it is spoken in the family and/or it is the 

language of the country where he or she is living. 

1.7.6 Official language  

Defined as one or more languages that a country utilizes as an official form of 

communication in education, government, or commerce. UNESCO (2013) defines 

official language as “a language designated by law to be employed in the public 

domain.” However from the contexts of the study official language is the English 

language in which is not a “language spoken by a large part of the population of a 

country. 

1.8 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has introduced the study and provided the rationale of the research.  It is 

argued that students are likely not to understand instructions due to their 

incompetency of English language thus resulting into inability to develop a deeper 

understanding of mathematics. Therefore, selecting the language of instructions in 

which education is conducted is very important as it is likely to enhance or hinder the 

quality of education (Salami, 2000, Wolfaardt, 2001). This study was important as it 

identified the impacts of English as a medium of instructions in understanding 

mathematics. The study was extended into understanding the students‟ linguistic 

transition experience and the challenges that affect when English is being used as a 

medium of instructions in mathematics. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction  

This chapter focuses on literature review in order to explore the relationship between 

language of instructions and students‟ mathematics understanding in secondary 

schools. The reviewed literature was drawn from medium of instructions policies and 

cognitive development theory of Jean Piaget. The chosen theory was used to make 

sense of how the language of instructions influences students‟ understanding through 

cognitive development. Through the literature review, the researcher identified, 

knowledge gap and developed the conceptual framework to guide this study.  

2.1 Theoretical Framework of the Study 

A theoretical framework refers to the set of belief about psychological and social 

processes with which the researcher approaches the study (Aurebach & Sylverstein, 

2003). This study is built on the Cognitive Development Theory of Jean Piaget 

(1896–1980).  

2.1.1 Cognitive Development Theory 

This study was pioneered by Jean Piaget‟s cognitive development theory (1896–

1980). This theory stipulates that cognitive development is at the centre of the human 

organism, and language is contingent on knowledge and understanding acquired 

through cognitive development. 

Piaget tied the role of language development on conceptual and logical 

understanding. His theory puts the child‟s understanding first and build concepts on 

that understanding. Therefore, Piaget made language an integral part of his ideas on 

intellectual development (Nath, 2010). 

Piaget believed that children develop steadily and gradually throughout the varying 

stages and that the experiences in one stage form the foundations for movement into 

an individual who can reason and think using hypotheses (Ojose, 2008). His work on 

children‟s quantitative development has provided mathematics educators with crucial 

insights into how children understand mathematical concepts and ideas through four 

stage models of how the mind processes new information. 
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Stages of Cognitive Development  

Sensorimotor Stage (Birth-2years) 

In the sensorimotor stage, an infant‟s mental and cognitive attributes develop from 

birth until the appearance of language. This stage is characterized by the progressive 

acquisition of object permanence in which the child becomes able to find objects 

after they have been displaced, even if the objects have been taken out of his field of 

vision. An additional characteristic of children at this stage is their ability to link 

numbers to objects (Piaget, 1977) (e.g., one dog, two cats, three pigs, four hippos). 

Evidence suggests that children at the sensorimotor stage have some understanding 

of the concepts of numbers and counting (Fuson, 1988).  

This implies that educators of children in this stage of development should lay a solid 

mathematical foundation by providing activities that incorporate counting and thus 

enhance children‟s conceptual understanding of numbers. For example, teachers can 

help children count their fingers, toys, and candies. Questions such as “Who has 

more?” or “Are they enough?” could be a part of the daily lives of children as young 

as two or three years of age (Ojose, 2008). 

Preoperational Stage (2-7 years) 

The characteristics of this stage include an increase in language ability (with over 

generalizations), symbolic thought, egocentric perspective, and limited logic. In this 

second stage, children should engage in problem-solving tasks that incorporate 

available materials such as blocks, sand, and water. While the child is working with a 

problem, the teacher should elicit conversation from the child. For example, a child 

at this stage who understands that adding four to five yields nine cannot yet perform 

the reverse operation of taking four from nine. Teaching students in this stage of 

cognitive development should employ effective questioning about characterizing 

objects (Ojose 2008). 

Concrete Operations Stage (7-11 years) 

The third stage is characterized by remarkable cognitive growth, when children‟s 

development of language and acquisition of basic skills accelerate dramatically. 

Children at this stage utilize their senses in order to know; They can now consider 
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two or three dimensions simultaneously instead of successively (Ojose 2008). 

Additionally, serration and classification are two logical operations that develop 

during this stage (Piaget, 1977). They are essential for understanding number 

concepts. According to Burns & Silbey (2000), “hands-on experiences and multiple 

ways of representing a mathematical solution can be ways of fostering the 

development of this cognitive stage. The importance of hands-on activities cannot be 

overemphasized at this stage. These activities provide students an avenue to make 

abstract ideas concrete allowing them to get their hands on mathematical ideas and 

concepts as useful tools for solving problems. 

Formal Operations Stage (11 years & over) 

At this stage the child is capable of forming hypotheses and deducing possible 

consequences, allowing the child to construct his own mathematics (Ojose, 2008). 

For example, the formal operational learner can solve x + 2x = 9 without having to 

refer to a concrete situation presented by the teacher, such as, “Tony ate a certain 

number of candies. His sister ate twice as many. 

Together they ate nine. How many did Tony eat?” Reasoning skills within this stage 

refer to the mental process involved in the generalizing and evaluating of logical 

arguments (Anderson, 1990). This include clarification, inference, evaluation, and 

application. In general, the knowledge of Piaget‟s stages helps the teacher understand 

the cognitive development of the child as the teacher plans stage appropriate 

activities to keep students active so they can understand.  

 The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2006) placed an emphasis on 

language to enhance students‟ capacity for logical thought, reflection, explanation, 

and justification.  

His theory has been extremely influenced the developing of educational policy and 

teaching practice. For example, a review of language of instructions policy in 

secondary schools education in Tanzania was based strongly on Piaget‟s theory. This 

is supported by Mulwa, (2014) who demanded that the primary function of language 

in mathematics is to enable both the teacher and the learner to communicate 

mathematical knowledge with precision. In order to realize the objectives of 
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mathematics instruction, teachers and textbook authors need to use a language whose 

structure, meaning, technical vocabulary and symbolism can be understood by 

learners of a particular class level. Cognitive theory validates the experiential 

language learning because the learners will understand the new inputs and connects it 

with previous inputs or learning experiences. 

Despite the fact that Piaget theory possesses numerous strengths, it has identifiable 

weaknesses (Ojose, 2008). His proposed theory does not offer a complete description 

of cognitive development (Eggen & Kauchak, 2000). For example, Piaget has been 

criticized for underestimating the abilities of young children. Abstract directions and 

requirements may cause young children to fail at tasks they can do under simpler 

conditions (Gelman, Meck, & Merkin, 1986). Piaget has also been criticized for 

overestimating the abilities of older learners, thus having implications for both 

learners and teachers. For example, middle school teachers interpreting Piaget‟s 

work may assume that their students can always think. 

Based on the above discussion of the theory, it is reasonable to conclude that Piaget 

theory of Cognitive development was useful to the current study as it has been 

upheld by a number of researchers (Mchomvu, 2017, Juma, 2017, Ojose, 2008, & 

Hlabane, 2014). In fact, Piaget‟s theory of cognitive development is quite relevant to 

the current study. This is because most of students in secondary schools, are in 

formal operational stage (11years and over) which is the period of language 

acquisition, develop ability to think about abstract concepts and logically test 

hypotheses. This has contributed to mathematics examinations in secondary schools 

to be formulated in a way that requires students to reason, interpret and understand 

various concepts of mathematics rather than memorizing. 

2.2 Critical Review of Literature  

2.2.1 Language policy 

In the context of this study, Language Policy can  be defined as the country's plan to 

overcome its language problems either officially through legislation, court decisions 

or policy to determine how languages are used, in order to establish the rights of 

individuals or groups to use and maintain languages (Chemiron, 2015). Educational 

policy makers develop guidelines on language of instructions for it to support 
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learners to understand the subject matter regardless of the language planning 

framework which includes the vision of what the country wants to become (Halai 

&Clarkson, 2016). This framework is expressed in the national ideals accepted by 

the political leaders. These ideals include: (a) establishing democracy; (b) promoting 

equality and human rights; (c) developing national unity and promoting mutual 

tolerance and respect among different cultural, linguistic, religious, racial and socio-

political groups (Tollefson, 1991). A comprehensive language policy and plan of 

implementation for Tanzania is expected to give expression to these visions and 

values. 

In many multilingual societies, the issue of a medium of instructions in the sphere of 

education is or has been a battlefield. Medium-of-instructions (MoI) educational 

policies are hotly debated in countries where the population speaks multiple 

languages either as a consequence of historical factors (i.e. colonization, war, multi-

ethnic nation-building), or more recently, globalizing forces, such as immigration 

(Vujich, 2013). Therefore, some countries in Africa and in many part of the world 

such as South Africa, Canada and India just to mention a few, adapted two or more 

languages as media of instructions as well as official languages for the sake of 

political compromise and stability (Benjamin, 2004).  

For instance in Turkey, with the major driving forces such as globalization, 

economics, politics, technology, English as a foreign language has gained great 

importance from the primary level to the university level (Kırkgöz, 2007). The 

language policy until 2002, was to perform an extensive language teaching in the 

state Anatolian High Schools; however it was abolished in 2003 since, students were 

found to have difficulty in understanding main concepts in their subject matter 

(Kırkgöz 2009) .Accordingly, the Turkish students stated a lack of understanding 

subject matter through English medium instruction courses as challenges (Kırkgöz, 

2005). Therefore, some teachers supported Turkish medium instruction (Kılıçkaya, 

2006). 

Similarly in Namibia, Pflaum (1995) stated that despite the Language Policy for 1993-

1996, that demands English language to be a medium of instructions, the students at 

junior and senior secondary schools continued not to understand academic subjects. 
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According to  Bamgose, (1984); and Yates, (1995) it was observed  that cognitive 

development is achieved faster in the mother tongue language, despite the language 

of instructions being English in different levels of education. If we look at the South 

African situation for example, where African language speaking children shift to 

English medium of instruction after Grade 3, it is obvious that the child is cognitively 

disadvantaged by the early shift to English medium of instructions (Desai, 2003; 

Nomlomo, 2007). 

The above scenario is an example of a weak form of a language policy because the 

home language is used only as a bridge to the second language (Baker, 2001). It is a 

subtractive approach undervaluing the first language and culture whilst prioritizing 

the second language. It is associated with colonial practices as English was 

introduced from the secondary school up to tertiary education during the British 

colonial period (Alidou, 2004).  

Within the Tanzania context, historically, Kiswahili had its first official status during 

the German colonial rule as it was designated for nationwide use in education and 

colonial administration (Roy-Campbell, 2001). When the British government took 

over the administration of German East Africa following World War I, Kiswahili 

was preserved as the language of instructions in the first five years of primary school, 

but the medium in the last three years of primary and all of secondary school was 

switched to English (Rubagumya, 1990). This kind of language policy is transitional 

as African languages are only used as transition to English medium of instructions in 

the higher grades. Consequently, there is quite impressive literature on language 

practices in education in Tanzania but, mostly dominated by debates on the choice of 

language of instructions between English and Kiswahili at all levels of education. 

The debates are an indication that language practices in Tanzania education system 

need to be investigated, and this study was part of that attempt. 

President Nyerere had an ambition that Kiswahili should be used at all education levels. 

Nyerere‟s policy of Education for Self-reliance contains specific recommendations 

including the following: education should be of relevance to the society; educated 

individual must serve the society, education must be problem solving and education 
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must be work oriented (Hinzen and Hundsdorfer, 1982).This means that self-reliance 

is not invertible in today‟s generation. 

The current Language-in-Education Policy of Tanzania (2014) aims at redressing the 

linguistic imbalances of the past. Thus Kiswahili is proposed to be the language of 

instructions at all levels, for the purpose of enhancing competence in language itself 

and to cater for students‟ understanding from the knowledge being delivered. For 

example classroom observation done by Benson,(2004) in Tanzania revealed that the 

use of unfamiliar languages in education forces teachers to use traditional and 

teacher-centered methods as learners become less active in the classroom. 

Unfortunately the policy is ambiguous on which language should be the medium of 

instructions. Therefore from this study, policy makers and educational stakeholders 

will make rational decision on which language to be MOI due to the results obtained 

and views from students and teachers. 

2.2.2 Mathematical Understanding 

Mathematical understanding is an ability to validate why a given mathematical claim 

or answer is proper or why a mathematical rule makes sense (CCSSO, 2010). One of 

the major concerns in mathematics teaching is teaching for 

understanding(Nottingham & User, 2002). 

In her book Understanding in Mathematics, Sierpinska (1994) discusses what 

understanding implies and how it can be achieved in mathematics teaching and 

learning. She upholds that understanding implies incorporation of new experience 

into the existing one so that one can use it when needed. She emphasizes that 

language plays a key role in any understanding where communication is involved.  

On the other hand, Skemp (1986) sees understanding differently. He describes the 

three kinds of understanding as instrumental, relational and logical. Instrumental 

understanding refers to the ability to apply proper remembered rule to the solution of 

a problem without knowing why the rule works. Relational understanding refers to 

the ability to deduce specific rules or procedures from more general mathematical 

relationships. Logical understanding (formal) refers to the ability to connect 

mathematical symbols and symbolized notation with relevant mathematical ideas and 
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to combine these ideas into chains of logical reasoning. By this he suggests that 

understanding is manifested by the ability to communicate. This has been supported 

by Mulwa, (2014) that communicating mathematical ideas so that the message is 

adequately understood is difficult enough when the teacher and learner have a 

common first language, but the problem is acute when their preferred languages 

differ. Hence still the role of language is invertible. 

In addition, research shows that language is a key component for mathematics 

success (Seethaler, Fuchs, Star, & Bryant, 2011), and a student‟s universal 

knowledge of mathematical understanding can predict mathematical performance 

(van der Walt, 2009). If students‟ language growth is weak, their overall mathematics 

understanding will become slow (van der Walt, Maree, & Ellis, 2008). On this 

regard, Tahir et al, (2017) observed that, lack of English proficiency in mathematics 

learning creates a lack of the desired deep understanding crucial for mathematical 

reasoning and communication. Thus, according to Dubinsky, (2000) failure to 

understand mathematics causes dropouts in learning mathematics. 

The ambiguity and range of meanings in everyday language should be acknowledged 

and treated not as a failure to be mathematically accurate but as fundamental to 

making sense of mathematical meanings and to learning mathematics with 

understanding. This has been supported by (Tahir et al,2017)  who stipulated that 

although mathematics is considered to be a subject that does not require as much use 

of language because mathematics often uses symbols, the skills to understand, build 

abstract and blending information requires thinking in a language that is well 

understood. 

2.2.4 How Students Experience the Linguistic Transition. 

Vujich, (2013) in his study of policy and practice on language of instruction in 

Ethiopian schools revealed instances of students being unable to cope with the 

transition to English MoI (medium of instructions) in second cycle and secondary 

school on account of having a poor grasp of the language. The main challenge 

regarding English in general is lack of confidence in speaking the language. This 

means that students must often rely solely on the education system to provide the 

requisite language skills and are limited in their ability to practice the language 
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outside of school. The study revealed that, surveyed teachers believed that English 

should be introduced as the MoI in the first cycle of primary education so that 

students can cope better in secondary school (Vujich, 2013). 

Gibbons et al (2018) conducted a study on successful transition to secondary school 

in Tanzania. This study involved students in groups to convey their views and 

experience on transition of languages. It was found that the challenge of learning in 

an unfamiliar language was extensively recognized. Most students expressed that, In 

primary school they were taught about English. After reaching secondary school they 

must be taught in English. So, it become difficult to talk with their fellow students 

and even to consult with teachers. 

Persson and Ohlin, (2013) noted that the language barrier was the problem, that 

students were not ready for the linguistic transition, they were not provided with a 

fishing-net. It was noted that majority of the students who took part in the surveys 

felt that they were not ready for the linguistic transition, they did not have sufficient 

knowledge of English. They felt that they had knowledge of the subjects but not the 

tools to express it. According to Brolén and Cullfors (2007), if a teacher had asked 

the question in Kiswahili or had allowed the student to respond in Kiswahili this 

would not have been a problem according to the students. It was reported in other 

words that it is not the knowledge of the subject that is the problem but it is language 

that creates a difficulty, because students couldn‟t express what they wanted to say. 

2.2.5 Teachers�¶ use of English Language as a Medium of Instructions in 

Teaching and Learning Mathematics. 

With a purpose of exploring the role of Code-Switching as a strategy to scaffold 

learning in the teaching and learning of Mathematics and Science mainly taught in 

English, a study by Yamat et al (2011) involved Malaysian secondary school 

students and teachers in eight schools. The findings revealed that majority of the 

teachers reported using the national language (Bahasa Melayu) between 60% and 

70% of the time in teaching Mathematics. They used this language when they needed 

to: help their students‟ understand (87.5%), adjust the degree of formality of their 

English to help students understand (87.3%), translate from English to Bahasa 

Melayu or from Bahasa Melayu to English to explain Mathematics concepts and 
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ideas. However, when investigating how students act in response to challenges 

caused by having English as a medium of instruction in Hong Kong, Evans and 

Morrisson (2011) suggest that by combining practices such as hard work, strong 

motivation, effective learning strategies and peer networks, students manage to 

overcome academic problems such as understanding technical vocabulary, 

comprehending lectures, and meeting disciplinary requirements. 

In Iran Mirbazel, (2018) conducted a study on the effect of teachers use of ‟ Code -

Switching and Translation Strategies on the enhancement of Iranian Junior 

Secondary  Students ‟. For this purpose, 45 Iranian Junior Secondary students were 

selected, and then, they were divided into three groups of 15 and were randomly 

assigned to two experimental groups of code-switching and translation strategies and 

one control group. After pretesting, the first group was taught by code- switching 

strategy, the second group was taught by translation strategy, and the third or control 

group was taught by the use of English solely. The collected data were analyzed 

through calculating descriptive statistics and one-way ANOVA. The results revealed 

that the first grade students in the experimental groups (A and B) attained the higher 

scores in the posttest compared to the control group. The findings of this study 

highlighted the effective features of utilizing the code-switching and translation 

strategies to maximize students‟ meaningful understanding, and fortify the flow of 

interaction between students and teacher collaboratively (Mirbazel, 2018). 

A study by Setati (2012) explored the use of Code-Switching as a teaching and 

learning strategy among grade 11 Mathematics students in selected high schools in 

South Africa. Data were collected through questionnaires and interviews. The 

findings revealed that there were language problems facing these students in the 

mathematics classroom for example the use of verbs, tenses, spellings, punctuations 

and parenthesis. Language seemed to be the major difficulty in the understanding of 

concepts of Mathematics; and the material being delivered to them. The study, 

therefore, recommended the use of Code-Switching during Mathematics lessons to 

better assist the process of learning and teaching and to improve language 

understanding of the learners.  
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In Botswana Garegae, (2002) in his study base on a critical look at code switching in 

mathematics classroom. It was the intention of his paper to examine the impact on 

code switching on students‟ proficiency in the language of instruction. The study 

concluded that teachers use code switching to provide positive results, not only in 

concept clarification but also in the improvement of students‟ competence and 

proficiency in the language of teaching and learning and classroom discourse. 

In Tanzania Vuzo, (2008) also reported on the use of code-switching, the three 

different classrooms he followed, one in English as the language of instruction, one 

in Kiswahili as the language of instruction and one in code-switching as the language 

of instruction. The students who were taught by means of code-switching had the 

next best result, after the class that was taught in Kiswahili. Whether Vuzo prefer 

code-switching as the language of instruction in secondary school is not clear.  

On the regard, Persson (2013) postulated that when the students began secondary 

school there were many who were struggling with the new vocabulary and 

pronunciation of the words. To facilitate for the students, several teachers used code-

switching, which is a mixed language between Kiswahili and English, This had both 

advantages and disadvantages; it facilitated for the students understanding but it also 

made it harder because the examinations were in English only. The students felt that 

they possessed the knowledge in their subjects but the obstacle; was the language 

barrier. 

Observations that Osaki (1991) made in science teaching in secondary schools in 

Tanzania  made him reach the following conclusion: students either talk very little in 

class or copy textual information from the chalkboard, or attempt discussion in a 

mixed language (i.e. English and Kiswahili) and then copy notes on the chalkboard 

in English. Given this context, teachers who insist on using English only end up 

talking to themselves with very little student participation (Osaki, 1991). Due to 

these results, mixed codes strategies emerge in class for student who use them to 

understand the subject matter. 
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2.2.6 Assessing the Challenges of English Language as a Medium of 

Instructions on Students�¶���8�Q�G�H�U�V�W�D�Q�G�L�Q�J��Mathematics. 

Yip, Tsang and Cheung (2003) conducted a study on the influence of a new language 

policy about the medium of instruction on science learning of secondary students in 

Hong Kong. The study found that English medium students, although having initially 

high grades in science, performed poorly on tests compared to their peers who were 

taught in Chinese. It was revealed that these students were mostly weak in problems 

that assessed understanding of abstract concepts, the ability to differentiate between 

scientific terms, and the ability to apply scientific knowledge in realistic situations. 

This result implies that the English-medium students were handicapped in science 

learning by their low levels of English proficiency, and learning English as a subject 

through the primary years was not enough to prepare them for a full English 

engagement programme in secondary school. 

In addition, Kong, Powers, Starr and Williams (2012) conducted a study in the 

United States of America. In this study, the researchers investigated the use of 

student performance on English language proficiency and academic Mathematics 

understanding assessments in predicting students‟ future academic success. The 

findings of this study revealed that English language proficiency was an important 

factor of prediction for future academic success because less understanding of 

English was a barrier for preparing students for meaningful instructions and 

academic performance in Mathematics subjects taught using the English language. 

In Pakistan Tahir, Rizvi, Ghazali, Ahmad, & Shafiq, (2017) conducted a study to 

investigate the impact of English medium instructions on the dropout rate of students 

in secondary schools. Survey method was used as a procedure for data collection. A 

self- developed structured five point likert scale questionnaire was used in order to 

get responses of the head teachers regarding change in the medium of instruction on 

dropout rates. Content analysis was carried out to analyze the responses. Frequencies 

showed that the change in the medium of instruction has an impact on students 

„dropout rate. It is concluded that majority of the head teachers are well aware of the 

problems that students and teachers are facing in the field. Teachers in both public 

sector schools still lack conceptual and practical competencies, skills and attitudes 
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required to deliver lessons in English. Students lose interest in studies as a result and 

feel compelled to leave the education for ever. 

In South Africa a study conducted by Sepeng, (2013) Exploring Mathematics 

Classroom Practices in South African Multilingual Settings. The study revealed that 

the historical contexts and the socio-cultural structures in which mathematics and 

mathematics teaching and learning are embedded have a significant effect on 

students‟ mathematics learning and performance, due to the fact that students who 

had poor English language background spent a lot of time striving to understand the 

meaning of English words rather than the subject contents. Consequently, they failed 

their examinations and this enhanced truancy (Weissglass‟ 2002). Similary In 

Namibia, Wolfaardt (2001) claims that the students‟ level of proficiency in English is 

not high enough to meet the requirements of the grade they are in. Therefore, the 

students are not always able to understand instructions and as a result they are not 

able to perform as they would have done in their mother tongue. 

On the regard study was conducted in Nigeria by Aina, Ogundele and Olanipekun 

(2013) on the relationship between proficiency in English language and academic 

performance among students. The findings of this study revealed that there was 

correlation between proficiency in English language and academic performance of 

students due to the fact that students lacked understanding due to the background of 

languages.  

In Tanzania Richard (2005) conducted a study on  Kiswahili versus English as 

medium of instruction in Tanzania secondary school. He noted that the language 

barrier was a challenge, especially when examinations were conducted in English 

alone, which caused a lot of students fail and drop out of school. It was revealed that 

students did not feel a sense of belonging, when they had insufficient knowledge of 

English language. Thus they experienced inadequate of speaking, writing and 

reading skills. As a result they lost interest in learning. His investigation revealed that 

the students felt that they could answer the question if they were allowed to answer 

all or a part of it in Kiswahili to reduce the rate of dropout even in examinations due 

to the language barrier. 
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Again in Tanzania, Kinyaduka and Kiwara (2013) conducted a study. To assess 

teacher, student and parent opinions on the impact of language of instruction on 

students‟ understanding during instructions. The findings revealed that 64.5% of 

teachers, 53% of parents and 78.1% of students wanted English language to be a 

language of teaching and evaluation in secondary schools. Second, the use of English 

language as a medium of instructions affects the students‟ academic performance, 

thus resulting in poor quality of education in secondary schools. This is because over 

69% of the students said they generally did not understand if teachers used English 

the whole time in classes while 43.4% of teachers strongly agreed and 35.5% agreed 

that English language as a medium of instruction was affecting the students‟ 

academic achievement. This amounts to 78.9% of teachers who recognized English 

language as a setback in students‟ academic achievement. The study concluded that 

using English language as a medium of instructions has been contributes to poor 

academic performance among students, thus resulting in poor quality of education. 

2.3 Synthesis of the Knowledge Gap 

In this chapter a review of the theory of cognitive development by Jean Piaget was 

made to underpin the study, its relevance in Mathematics understanding, strengths 

and critics of the theory, critical review of the related literature and initiative are 

provided in the chapter. The literature has reviewed empirical studies from 

developed countries, developing countries and Tanzania in particular. It is felt from 

the above reviewed literature that the most of the studies have been conducted on the 

use of English language and its relationship in students‟ academic performance. It is 

also unveiled from the reviewed literature that there is inadequate studies about 

mathematics subject and its relationships with English language towards students‟ 

understanding. For example, many of reviewed literature revealed that when students 

are deficient in the language of instructions, they would not perform well in various 

subjects taught in the targeted language (English). Therefore, it can be seen that most 

of the researchers based on outcomes rather than investigating what and how 

teaching and learning processes take place to cater for the demand of student‟s 

understanding of the subject matter as an indicator of either success or failure. 

Therefore, a study of the influence of English language as a medium of instruction on 

students‟ mathematics understanding was planned as way to fill the gap identified.  
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2.4 Conceptual framework 

The conceptual framework here under presented variables that influence students 

understanding of mathematics subject. Sitko (2013), defined conceptual framework 

as the system of concepts, assumptions, expectations, beliefs, and theories that 

support and inform about the study. Students‟ achievement in mathematics entails 

understanding mathematical concepts, especially the language being used during 

teaching and learning mathematics subject. The relationship between these variables 

and other details are shown in Figure.1 

 

Independent variable  Intervene 

variables 

 Dependent variable 

 

English as a medium of 

instructions 

  

 

                                                                                                               

Figure 1: conceptual framework (Adapted from Peter, 2013)  

The Conceptual framework in Fig. 1 shows variables that interact to influence students‟ 

understanding of mathematics.  

Independent Variables  

The Independent variables are variables that are manipulated in the experiment in order 

to determine its effect on the problem that is being investigated (Baron and Kenny1990). 

Within the context of this study, the independent variable used was English language, the 

language of instructions. In Tanzania, mathematics is learnt in English language. 

Mathematics teachers at secondary school level used English language in students‟ 

understanding mathematics.  
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Intervening Variables  

Intervening variables are any variables other than the independent variables that could 

cause changes in the dependent variables (Baron and Kenny1990).  The intervening 

variables in this study were students‟ background, attitudes and self- practice, then since 

is not related to the purpose of study; it may influence the results of mathematics 

understanding besides language.  

Dependent Variable  

The dependent variable are the variables that are being measured throughout the 

experiment as a result of the variations in the independent variables ((Baron and 

Kenny1990). The dependent variable in the study was students‟ mathematics 

understanding. As most of the studies base on students‟ outcomes only as can be 

influenced by language problem, but also what goes on in teaching and learning in 

class to cater for the demand of students‟ competence can also be influenced by 

language to obtain successful or unsuccessful academic outcomes.   

The interaction of these variables has created new knowledge in teaching and learning of 

mathematics in general. The study was also based on the assumption that students cannot 

only be blamed for their lack of understanding in the subject but that the kind of method 

and their background in the language of instructions can also influence their 

understanding in the subject (Wambugu &Changeiywo, 2008). 

The study used mathematics teachers with more than two years teaching experience, 

involving secondary school students who were in their fourth year. The study used 

only public schools at the secondary level in the same study. This was to provide a 

clear scope of the study with regard to the choice of schools and level of students. In 

this study therefore, the language used influenced the learning outcomes. 

2.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has presented the theoretical review, where cognitive theory has been 

described as well as its relevance to the study. It has also presented the empirical 

review of literature which is organized thematically around the study objectives and 

questions, and empirical studies from developed and developing country. The 

chapter also introduced the conceptual framework underpinning the study as well as 

synthesis and literature gap. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the methodology which was used to examine the influence of 

English language as a medium of instruction on students understanding of 

Mathematics in secondary schools.  The chapter covers the research design, research 

approach, area of the study, target population, sampling design, sampling techniques 

and sample size, research methods and instruments, data analysis procedures and 

ethical issues. 

3.1 Research Approach 

Research approach refers to the framework that provides an insight on how data will 

be collected, analysed and explained in relation to the topic under the study (Stake, 

2010). This study employed mixed method approach that combines elements from 

both qualitative and quantitative approaches (Creswell, 2014). However, qualitative 

approach was dominant since the study itself is mostly qualitative in nature. The 

combination of both qualitative and quantitative approaches provides an expanded 

understanding of research problem (Johnson, 2004). 

Stake (2010) defines qualitative research approach as the one that seeks to answer 

questions about why and how people behave in the way that they do and that 

provides in-depth information about human behaviour. It centres on collecting non-

numerical data. In this study, qualitative data were collected through objective 

number two and three that is; to examine teachers‟ use of EMI (English language as a 

medium of instruction) in teaching and learning mathematics and to determine the 

challenges of EMI on students‟ mathematical understanding. Also through the two 

objectives, the researcher was able to make direct observations from the respondents 

which in one way or another justified their explanations or the information provided.   

On the other hand, Creswell (2003) states that, quantitative research “employs 

strategies of inquiry such as experimental and surveys, and collects data on 

predetermined instruments that yield statistical data”. Quantitative research approach 

“explains phenomena by collecting numerical data that are analysed using 

mathematically based methods (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003).  In this study, 
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quantitative data were collected through objective number one and three. The reason 

for collecting quantitative data through the mentioned objectives was to allow the 

research to obtain numerical data on how many students were getting difficulties in 

understanding mathematics during linguistic transition from Kiswahili to English. 

Using mixed approach in this study helped the researcher to collect, describe and 

analyse both numerical and non-numerical data for a better understanding of the 

research problem. It provided an extension of both qualitative and quantitative data 

and helped to bridge the schism between qualitative and quantitative research 

(Antony & Burke, 2004). This allowed the possibility of data triangulation, i.e., the 

use of several means (methods), of data collection and analysis to examine the same 

phenomenon. On this regard, Orodho (2012) suggests that, triangulation allows one 

to identify aspects of a phenomenon more accurately by approaching it from 

different vantage points using different methods and techniques.  

3.2 Research Design 

The research design is a plan that answers the research questions of how, when and 

where data are to be collected and analyzed (Parahoo, 1997). The study adopted case 

study design. A case study design can simply be defined as “empirical inquiry that 

investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the case) in depth within its real world 

context especially when the boundaries between the phenomena and the context are 

not clearly evident ” (Yin, 2014). Case study may be exploratory, explanatory or 

descriptive. With regard to this study, descriptive case study design was employed to 

describe students‟ understanding of mathematics where English language is a 

medium of instructions in secondary schools. Although case study design has been 

placed under qualitative research, it can include or be limited to quantitative 

evidence, (Yin, 2009). Therefore, the major purpose of using descriptive case study 

design was to get in depth information on students‟ linguistic transition period and 

challenges they face in understanding mathematics when English is used as a 

medium of instructions. 

3.3 Location of the Study 

The study was conducted in Dodoma City Council, the capital city of Tanzania that 

covers an area of 2,607.6 square kilometres of which 625 square kilometres is 
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urbanized (TNPHC, 2002).  The region is divided into seven districts which are 

Kondoa, Mpwapwa, Kongwa, Chamwino, Dodoma City, Bahi and Chemba district 

councils.  The data for this study were collected from Dodoma city council. The 

decision of conducting the study in Dodoma city council  was due to the nature of the 

study specificaly in Mathematics. Indeed,the study unfolded the findings from the on 

going projects on LSTT as complement to the remedials of langauge of instructions 

in transitional class. The findings obtained were replicated and generalised to other 

places as the city has been facing more or less alike challenges in adressing 

mathematics problems in relation to the language of instructions. 

3.4 Study Population 

Study population refers to the entire group of people or objects to which the research 

results apply (William, 2006).The target population of this study included 

Mathematics teachers, Heads of Mathematics Department and Form IV students. 

The reason for the selected groups was to provide a variety of experiences 

concerning the role of English language as a medium of instruction in understanding 

mathematics. It is true that students are the ones mostly affected in understanding the 

subject matter when being taught in unfamiliar language while teachers are 

responsible for students‟ understanding. Therefore, these groups were considered 

appropriate because as teachers they could provide reliable information about 

strategies they have been implementing when teaching mathematics in English 

language in order for students to understand. Similarly, students could provide 

reliable information about how English language as a medium of instructions 

influences their understanding in mathematics.  

3.5 Sampling Design, Sampling Techniques, and Sample size 

Christensen & Johnston (2017) states that, sample is a set of elements from the larger 

population. In this study, both simple random and purposive sampling techniques 

were employed. 

3.5.1 Sample Size 

Sample size is the number of people or elements in a sample Christensen & Johnston, 

(2017). In this study the researcher employed 8 Mathematics teachers and 4 heads of 
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mathematics department from the 4 selected secondary schools. This included 2 

teachers from Kizito secondary school, 2 teachers from Itega secondary school, 2 

teachers from Lukundo secondary school and 2 teachers from Mnuduni secondary 

school. On the other hand the number of students was obtained from a point of 

saturation of a researcher which was 119 respondents from form IV students. Hence 

the sample size was made up of 131 respondents. 

3.5.2 Purposive Sampling 

The study employed purposive sampling which according to Christensen & Johnston, 

(2017) is a non-random sampling technique in which a researcher selects research 

participants who meet certain characteristics to participate in the study. This 

technique was used to obtain form IV students because they had been in secondary 

school for four years and were expected to respond to the questionnaires adequately. 

In addition, the form four were expected to speak English well, since they were about 

to complete their O‟ levels. Also mathematics teachers were purposefully selected 

due to their experience of teaching mathematics in English language, together with 

head of department of mathematics. 

3.5.3 Simple Random Sampling 

The researcher also applied simple random sampling. This was used to select 4 

public secondary schools to be included in the study. Regarding this, Omar (2011) 

emphasizes that, simple random sampling is the one that individuals to be included in 

the sample are chosen in such a way that each has an equal chance of being selected.  

3.6 Data Collection Instruments 

Data collection is the process of gathering information (Best & Khan, 2006). This 

study used, Questionnaires, interview, and Observation as a means of data collection. 

3.6.1 Questionnaires  

Questionnaire is a research instrument consisting of a series of questions designed 

for the purpose of gathering information from the respondents (Foddy, 

1993).Warmbrod (2014), asserts that likert scale questionnaires is a series of 

statements that define and describe beliefs, preference judgments and opinion. 

However, Joshi and Pal (2015) define likert scale questionnaire  as a set of 
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statements for a real or hypothetical situation under the study. In likert scale 

questionnaire respondents are asked to show their level of agreement (from strongly 

agree to strongly disagree) with the given statements or items on a metric scale.  In 

this study, a questionnaire was provided regarding the number of students in class to 

rank themselves under which category they fall. 

3.6.2 Interview 

Cohen, Manion  and Morrison (2007) establish that interview is the change of views 

between two or more people on a topic of mutual interest. In this study a semi-

structured interview was employed. Christensen and Johnston, (2017) posit that 

interview is the data collection method in which an interviewer asks an interviewee 

questions. Interviews aimed at obtaining in-depth information about participant‟s 

thoughts, feelings and knowledge about a particular topic. A semi-structured 

interview is a qualitative method of inquiry that combines a pre-determined set of 

open questions (questions that prompt discussion) with the opportunity for the 

interviewer to explore particular themes or responses further (Edwards & Holland, 

2013). Semi-structured interview allows both the interviewer and the respondents to 

engage in a formal interview (Emmel, 2013).The researcher used interview to  both 

mathematics teachers, head of department and form IV students to assess their 

perceptions on the influence of English language as a medium of instructions in 

mathematics learning. 

3.6.3 Observation  

The researcher used participant observation. Best and Kahn (1993) argue that, 

observation is a data gathering technique which is used to validate things that 

participarts may never want to talk about. The reason to use this method is that, it 

enabled the researcher to get first-hand information through looking and noting down 

how teachers were using different teaching strategies to enhance understanding to 

students. Observation can also be defined as the situation where by the researcher is 

watching a behavioral patterns in a certain situation to obtain information about a 

particular phenomenon being studied, (Christensen & Johnston, 2017). This 

technique is necessary for crossing checking the relevance of the data provided by 

participants. In some situations some respondents may hesitate to provide relevant 

information though other methods such as questionnaires, and interviews. Therefore, 
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the researcher conducted 4 classroom observations to observe teachers‟ use of 

English language as a medium in teaching mathematics.  

3.7 Data Analysis Procedures 

 Data analysis is the process of creating meaning from the raw data (Christensen & 

Johnston, 2017). It is the process of obtaining raw data and converting them into 

information useful for decision-making by users. 

3.7.1 Qualitative Data Analysis  

The collected data were analyzed by using content analysis. Content analysis is the 

process of organizing, accounting for and explaining the data. It includes making 

sense of the data in terms of the participants‟ definition of the situation, noting 

patterns, themes, categories and regularities (Cohen, Manion., & Morrison, 2007). 

However, content analysis focuses on analyzing and interpreting recorded material to 

learn human behavior, (Ary, Jacobs, Sorensen, & Razavieh, 2010). The data that 

were obtained through interviews were coded for the purpose of creating meaningful 

analysis.  

The following steps were used to analyze qualitative data collected from the field: 

The transcription and translation of the raw data collected from the interviews which 

is also a form of group interview was done first. All the interview responses were 

recorded; notes were taken as well as audios during the interview.  

The second step was coding of data: this involved tagging of important key concepts 

like; content that answers the research question and the relevant information that 

showed similarity or difference in schools involved in the study. During the coding 

process, various Tables (see Table 4,5,6,7 and 8) were developed to summarize all 

codes to indicate the frequency of the different views expressed by the participants. 

Miles and Huberman‟s (1994) assert that data display is a step further to conclusion 

drawing from data reduction through which the mass of data displayed in the form of 

Tables, charts, and other graphics. The data in this study were presented using 

Tables.  
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Thirdly, categorization of coded data: this was done during interpretation of the data 

to see the existing discrepancies and similarities and their relevance in relation to 

answering the research questions. In the view held by researchers, this study coded 

the interviews in order to reduce and locate them into key themes, patterns, ideas, 

and concepts so as to have meaningful ideas that match with the study objectives. 

Information from teachers and students was compared to see which data looked 

similar.  These were grouped together to form sub themes of this study. The main 

point was to figure out possible categories and themes which are known as open 

coding (Patton, 2002).  

Also, in the last stage, data were organized in proper order and a comprehensive 

report written by adhering to series of objectives for good coherence of the study. All 

of the findings were presented thematically based on the specific objectives of the 

study together with the emerging subthemes. 

3.7.2 Quantitative Data Analysis 

Quantitative data were collected through likert scale questionnaires. They were 

analyzed through descriptive statistics. Frequencies, and percentages were calculated 

through Statistical Packages for Social Sciences (SPSS) software (version 20) to 

show how English language as a medium of instructions influences students‟ 

mathematics understanding. Moreover, students‟ experiences of linguistic transition 

from Kiswahili to English were analyzed, interpreted and discussed. 

3.8 Validity and Reliability of the Study 

Ascertaining validity and reliability of the research instruments is very important for 

the researcher, because the trustworthiness of the study findings could be brought out 

through this process. The quality of a study whether qualitative or quantitative, 

should be judged by its own paradigms (Healy & Perry 2000).   It means that in 

quantitative research reliability and validity are the essential criteria for assessing the 

quality, while qualitative researchers use terms such as: credibility, neutrality or 

conformability, consistency or dependability, and applicability or transferability as 

the essential criteria for quality (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
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3.8.1 Trustworthiness  

3.8.1.1 Credibility 

Anney, (2014) elicits that in order to ensure trustworthiness of qualitative research, 

researchers must consider four criteria; which are credibility, dependability, 

transferability and conformability . Forero et al, (2018) states that credibility is the 

situation where by the researcher establishes confidence that the results (from the 

perspective of the participants) are true, credible and believable. The credibility of 

this study was assured through member checking where the findings of the study 

were returned to the participants to see if they matched with their experiences. 

3.8.1.2 Dependability  

Dependability refers to the stability of the data overtime and over the conditions of  

the study (Polit & Beck, 2014). In other words dependability can be defined as the 

situation where by a research work repeated in the same contexts with similar 

methods and participants will produce similar results. This means consistency of the 

research findings when the inquiry is repeated to similar participants and contexts. 

The dependability of this study was assured through rich description of the research 

methods in order to allow the study to be repeated and produce the same results. 

3.8.1.3 Conformability 

Forero et al, (Forero et al., 2018) elicit that conformability is to extend the 

confidence that the results would be confirmed or corroborated by other researchers. 

Kennedy-Clark (2012) elicited that conformability is seeking to assure that the 

findings of the research a result of ideas and experiences of the respondents rather 

than researchers‟ own ideas. In this study, conformability was assured through 

triangulation method where by the researcher employed different methods in data 

collection process like the use of questionnaire, interview, and observation. This 

helped the researcher to be free from subjectivity because the data obtained were the 

results of experiences, perceptions and attitudes of the research participants and not 

the researcher. 

3.8.1.4 Transferability 

Transferability is the extent to which the results can be generalized or transferred to 

other contexts, (Forero et al., 2018). Also, Shenton (2004) explained that, 
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transferability is the situation where by the results at hand can be applied to a wider 

population. This was assured through the use of purposive sampling, in order to 

obtain participants who had accurate information about the phenomena being studied 

therefore to helping the researcher to generalize the findings. However, the 

researcher assured transferability through providing background data to establish the 

context of the study and giving detailed description of the phenomena being studied. 

3.9 Validity and Reliability of Quantitative Data 

3.9.1 Validity 

Creswell (2014) posits that validity in quantitative research is the ability of the 

researcher to draw correct inferences from the data about the population. The validity 

of this study was ensured through the use of multiple methods and tools during data 

collection. Therefore, all research instruments such as questionnaire, interview and 

observation were given to the experts in the field of mathematics department, 

students and mathematics teachers who were teaching in secondary schools to 

facilitate deeper understanding of the problem. Patton (1999), argues that no single 

method ever adequately solves the problem of rival explanation since each method 

reveals different aspects of empirical reality. Furthermore, questionnaires and 

interview discussion schedule were translated into Kiswahili language, such that 

respondents could comfortably respond and deliver valid data. 

3.9.2 Reliability  

Reliability refers to the consistency with which repeated measures produce the same 

results across time and observers (Patton, 2002). To ensure reliability the researcher 

prepared the research instruments, and the supervisor critically reviewed both the 

questionnaires and interview discussion schedule before data collection process to 

ascertain appropriateness and their relevance to the study. The researcher 

incorporated the inputs and recommendations to improve the reliability of the 

research instruments. 

3.10 Ethical issues  

Cohen & Morrison (2000) point out that, ethical observation during research is 

crucial to ensure that research norms are followed and considered. To ensure that 

norms and standards are kept, the researcher obtained a letter of approval to conduct 
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the study from the Directorate of Post Graduate Studies of UDOM.  The letter helped 

the researcher to obtain a research permit from DED office first, the Principal 

College of Education. 

The researcher observed confidentiality of the respondents involved. This was 

achieved by allocating code numbers to participants and by keeping the data in a 

secured place. Voluntary participation was observed by requesting the respondents to 

give their participation in free will. The researcher also gave clear explanations on 

the purpose of the study and what right they had to this study to the respondents 

before collection of the data from them. Thus they could be free to withdraw from 

the study. This was done in keeping with what is suggested by Neuman (2006) that, 

the researcher should never force anyone into participating; hence participation must 

be voluntary at all times.  

3.11 Chapter Summary 

This chapter focused on the methodological issues of the study. In brief, key issues in 

the chapter included: research design, the area of study, research approach. Along 

with that, other aspects included in the chapter were the sampling procedures, 

whereby the researcher employed purposive sampling technique and simple random 

sampling techniques to obtain the participants. The data collection instruments used 

in this study was interviews, questionnaires and observation. The researcher also 

explained the data collection methods and data analysis plan. In this chapter, privacy 

and confidentiality were employed to meet ethical considerations required in 

conducting research. Lastly, the researcher explained the importance of maintaining 

validity and reliability in quantitative and qualitative research. Thus triangulation of 

data collection methods was made to capture feelings and thoughts of participants as 

well as controlling bias. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE 

FINDINGS 

4.0 Introduction 

The chapter presents the presentation, and discussion of the findings. It begins by 

providing demographic characteristics of the respondents followed by presenting the 

data, analysis, and interpretation of the findings. The developed themes and sub-

themes guided data presentation and discussions of the findings.  

4.1 Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents 

The respondents who were involved this study were obtained from public secondary 

school mathematics teachers, Form IV students as well as heads of mathematics 

department. The demographic characteristics of the respondents are described in 

order to provide the basis for the interpretation of the findings. The study involved 8 

Mathematics teachers, whose participation in the study was determined by their sex, 

education level, and work experience.  

Table 1: Secondary School Mathematic Teachers Qualification 

Sex Educational level Work experience 

M F T Diploma level Degree level ≤ 10 ≥ 10 

08 0 8 02 06   05 03 

Source: Field work (2019) 

Table .1 indicates that 8 secondary school Mathematics teachers‟ who were involved 

in the study had various educational levels. As indicated in Table 1, 8 Mathematics 

teachers involved in this study in all the schools (A-D), were all males. This shows 

that there is either no gender balance in mathematics teachers or most of the female 

teachers tend to pursue social science subjects such, as English, History, and 

Kiswahili more than male teachers. From the 8 teachers involved in the study 2 

teachers had diploma in education and 6 had bachelor degree of education. However, 

the working experiences of majority of mathematics teachers were below 10 years, 

out of 8 teachers who were included in this study, 8 teachers working experience was 

below 10 years.  
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Table 2: Heads of Mathematics Department School Qualifications 

Sex Educational level Work experience 

M F T Diploma level Degree level  ≤ 10 ≤ 10 

04 0 04 - 04  -   04 

Source: Field work (2019) 

Table .2 above shows that, the heads of Mathematics department were males, which 

means that 4 public schools represented one head of department who was male thus 

to making a total of 4 male heads of department. Also, Table.2 indicated that most of 

the heads of mathematics departments had first degrees. This implies that majority of 

the heads of mathematics departments were ready to influence their teachers to adopt 

the use of various pedagogical strategies to enhance English language understanding 

in mathematics teaching due to their educational level and their working experience. 

However, it was also assumed that they could supervise implementation of different 

policy statements, circulars and directives particularly those based on mathematical 

understanding. However, it is also shown that majority of heads of mathematics 

department had more than 10 years of working experience. This indicated that 

appointment of heads of department was made using criteria of working experience. 

4.2 Students Experience in Linguistic Transition from Kiswahili to English in 

Mathematics understanding. 

The first objective was to assess students experience during the linguistic transition 

from Kiswahili to English in Mathematics learning. The aim was to evaluate how 

students face difficulties when they transform from Kiswahili to English language 

during learning mathematics since most of them come from primary schools in 

which the language of instructions is Kiswahili. This can be confirmed by the 

demographic data presented in Table.3 that show students‟ school background as 

follows. 
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Table 3: Demographic Data of the Participants 

Sex Number Of 

Students (n=119) 

           Type of School        Percentage 

      Private Government Private Government 

BOYS         54          5          49     4.2%        41% 

GIRLS         65          6          59     5.0%        49.5% 

Source: Field work (2019) 

As it is revealed in Table.3 above, 41% of the boys came from government primary 

schools while only 4.2% of the boys came from private primary schools. Also 49.5% 

of the girls came from government primary schools while only 5% came from private 

primary schools. Therefore these findings revel that a bigger number of the students 

came from government schools where the language of instructions was Kiswahili. 

The data collected through questionnaires were analyzed graphically, to describe the 

area that students experience difficulties on their linguistic transition from Kiswahili 

to English. Regarding this, majority of the students showed they had insufficient 

knowledge in the English language when they entered secondary school. This was 

something that was also clearly visible in the questionnaire results as it is presented 

in Figure .1 below: 
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Figure 2: �6�W�X�G�H�Q�W�V�¶�� �� �5�H�V�S�R�Q�V�H�V�� �� �R�Q�� �� �Z�K�H�W�K�H�U�� �� �W�K�H�\�� �� �K�D�G�� �� �6�X�I�I�L�F�L�H�Q�W�� �� �R�U����

Insufficient  Skills  of  English  Language to Use in Understanding 

Mathematics 

Key: 1=insufficient, 2=less sufficient, 3=sufficient and 4=most sufficient 

Source: Field work (2019) 

The diagram above (Figure.1) was generated from the first questionnaire which was 

filled in by randomly selected students from all the schools. It clearly shows that 

problems exist regarding students' proficiency in English when they enter secondary 

school. As it is shown in (figure.1), 76 - students (63.9%) of students declared that 

when they started secondary school education they had insufficient language 

proficiency since they had poor educational background of the English language. 

It was noted that the problem areas that many of the students experienced after the 

linguistic transitions were pronunciation and understanding the new vocabularies, but 

also reading and writing in English was mentioned as problems, both in the interview 

but also in the questionnaires. Figure .2 highlights these findings 
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Figure 3: Pronunciation and Understanding the New Vocabulary as Serious 

Problems Affecting Secondary Students  

Source: Field work (2019) 

Keys: 1=Reading, 2=Writing, 3=Listening, 4=Speaking 

As it can   be noted from figure.2, majority of the students experiencing a problem 

with speaking (52.9%) and writing (22.7%) in the English language that was not 

familiar to them. It was revealed that this had much to do with the lack of sound 

knowledge in English for students since they were in primary school. However, it  

should  also   be  noted that  English has a much larger vocabulary than Kiswahili 

thus  making  it  a bit  more  harder  for  students  who  had  been  using  Kiswahili  

to  learn   once   they  are  exposed  to it  in secondary  schools. In one of the 

interviews, some of the students mentioned that they were afraid of asking to 

teachers because they were ashamed of showing their lack of knowledge in the 
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English language which was being as a medium of instructions. It was revealed that 

some of the secondary schools had establish the rules such as “no English no 

service”, where by all students were required to speak English when they were in the 

school premises otherwise they were punished. This  made  them  not  free  to  speak  

by  using  whatever  the little  English  they  had. Therefore  keeping  silent  in the  

classroom  even  where  they  would  wish  to  ask the  teacher  some  questions  to  

broaden  their  understanding.   

4.3 �7�H�D�F�K�H�U�V�¶�� �X�V�H��of English Language as Medium of Instructions in Teaching 

and Learning Mathematics. 

The second objective of this study was to determine teachers‟ use of English 

language as a medium of instructions in teaching and learning Mathematics. The aim 

of this objective was to examine strategies that teachers‟ were using in teaching and 

learning when using English as the medium of instructions to enhance students‟ 

understanding. This objective was guided by the research question which stated that, 

“How do teachers use English language as a medium of instructions in teaching and 

learning Mathematics?” After reading and analysis of the data, three themes were 

developed that guided the discussions of the findings as shown in Table .4 below; 

Table 4: Teachers use of English Language as a Medium of Instruction in 

Teaching and learning Mathematics. 

S/N Sub themes 

 

Description    Teachers 

N=08 

   F % 

1 Code switching  A common term for alternative use of 

two or more languages. 

06 75 

2    Code mixing Is the use of words, affixes, phrases 

and clauses from more than one 

language within the same sentences. 

04 50 

3  Translation Everything is repeated naturally in a 

familiar language.  

03 37.5 

Source: Field work (2019) 
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4.3.1 Code Switching 

This theme was developed from the second objective which aimed at assessing 

teachers‟ use of English language as a medium of instructions in teaching and 

learning Mathematics. The data on this subtheme were collected through interviews 

conducted and class observation made to mathematics teachers. It was revealed that, 

code-switching was one of the strategy teachers were using to cope in a class-room 

where the language of instructions was English was unfamiliar to themselves as well 

as their students. The findings through interview revealed that 6 equal to 75% of the 

teachers involved in this study said that code switching was common strategy 

teachers were using in teaching Mathematics. 

During interviews conducted to teachers, it was revealed that code switching was 

useful for explaining and elaborating concepts, increasing classroom participation, 

establishing good classroom relationships, ensuring the smooth running of the lesson, 

for the purpose of broadening students‟ understanding. During interviews and 

observation with teachers at school „D‟, it was revealed that code switching was 

important in facilitating communication in class to both teachers and students, thus 

enhancing both cognitive and social development. Regarding this, teachers at school 

„B‟ added that, when learners were given a task to perform in a second language, 

switching to mother tongue helped them to understand better what the task required 

them to do. Pertaining to this, one of the teachers from school “A” had these to say 

during interview: 

“I switch to Kiswahili, to give learners some explanation on the 

concepts and processes in their mother languages since they are 

unable to, understand the subject matter by using English. 

Therefore we think, it is educationally beneficial and necessary for 

adequate learning to occur if   teachers code switch when they are 

teaching” (T1 from school A, 2019). 

On the same regard, another teacher added that;  

“When I teach in English, I have to eroborate some words in 

Kiswahili so that the children can understand the lesson. If I don't do 
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that they stare at you; as a result you end up talking to yourself with 

very little student input, since they don't understand anything. So the 

main problem is the language. And also, here in our school, you have 

to speak English and (the children) are not allowed to speak Kiswahili 

language. So if they speak Kiswahili or (a local) language, they have 

to be punished.”(T2 from school C 2019). 

Regarding the same phenomenon, another teacher added that; 

“When I code switch during teaching Mathematics in class, most of 

my students show cooperation specifically in answering questions in 

groups and generally open for learning which broadens their 

understanding. This makes me to enjoy and like the subject I teach” 

(T3 from school B, 2019). 

But on the other hand one head of department had different view. 

“We work hard to make sure that students perform well in 

mathematics, that is why most teachers switch to Kiswahili while 

teaching because they know that student understand .However, this 

should accompanied with students practicing on the subject 

otherwise, and teachers’ efforts are equal to zero lack. This is because 

mathematics subject needs regular practice and positive attitude���(́T4 

from school A, 2019) 

During observation, the researcher noted that code switching made students feel 

secure in learning as they were free to ask questions when the teachers was using the 

language that it was familiar to them. This helped teachers to know exactly if the 

lesson understood or not. It was noted that despite the fact that teachers were aware 

that it was not allowed to mix languages during teaching and learning, they code 

switched to help their learners understand what they were teaching Similarly, the 

researcher observed that, mother languages were being used in class for disciplining 

students, discussing, joking, asking teachers for help and doing group tasks in class. 

This was the case because it was providing students an opportunity to interact with 

their fellow students, materials, and, teachers whether at homes or schools.  
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According to the findings above from teachers, it is true that code switching is used 

by teachers when teaching to enhance understanding to students. When teachers‟ 

code switching students‟ participate fully in a lesson by being open by explaining 

what they don‟t understand or seeking more clarifications from the teacher.  

4.3.2 Code Mixing 

Regarding code mixing, the study findings revealed that 6 teachers equal to 75% of 

the teachers involved in this study said that code mixing was another strategy 

teachers were using in teaching mathematics. During the interview and observations 

with teachers at school “D” teachers established that in order to avoid rote learning 

and memorization for students, mixing of Kiswahili and English could not be 

avoided, since the purpose was to teach for understanding not cramming. Through 

observation and interviews with teachers in school “D” it was established that, 

teacher used code mixing when they were using games in teaching, for topics that 

would require extensive use of the English language but elaboration would be 

required to introduce games for students for them to understand. For example for the 

probability topic the teacher should invite each student to take turns in throwing the 

dice. Then it was necessary to engaging students in discussion, ask them to explain 

how they worked out the total numbers of dots. On this, the teacher could use 

prompts and questions such as “what did you throw?” how many dots did you get? 

How did you get five dots Tom?  Some children would have to count all the dots on 

the dice, the process of playing called numeracy skills because in which teachers 

would be required to apply mathematics concept.  Regarding this, one of the teachers 

argued that:  

“I code mix for the purpose of avoiding students to be carried by 

route learning and memorizing, since the topic’s objectives demands 

that students understand and not cram .Thus at the end of the topic 

they should be examined for what they have understood and not for 

what they have memorized. In Mathematics, students can memorize 

formulas but not concepts.” (T1 from school D, 2019) 
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Observation made �R�Q���7�H�D�F�K�H�U���³���´���L�Q���V�F�K�R�R�O���'���F�O�D�V�V 

In the example below the mathematics teacher mixes English words with Kiswahili 

in his sentences but lets the important words be said in Kiswahili. The following 

excerpt is taken from class- observations made in a Form IV mathematics lesson:  

Probability of getting a number less than 5 in single throw of a die.  

T: Probability (uwezekano)  

S: less than five (ndogo kuliko tano) 

T: What is a die? 

S: silence 

T: die (mchemraba ambao kila upande unanamba ya vidot tofauti)  

T: teachers tend to show students how dice look like in a text book. 

In this example the teacher is satisfied with the answer from the student which shows 

that the student has the right concepts after being shown how the die looks like. The 

fact that these concepts are expressed in Kiswahili does not bother the subject 

teacher, who does nothing to expand the vocabulary of the student in the English 

language. From the excerpt we do not even know whether the teacher knows the 

correct terms in English. Even if he/she does not bother to make his/her students 

partake of this knowledge. Had the teacher insisted that the answer being given in 

English, he/she would most likely have been met by silence class atmosphere. We 

see that it is the more complicated, specialized terms that are expressed in Kiswahili, 

not the everyday ones. An argument sometimes raised was that teachers used code-

mix because the more advanced terms are not developed in the language of the 

learners however this does not hold true of Kiswahili.  This is because the technical 

terms are there and well understood by the learners. Had the teacher in this case 

known the concepts in English, and been concerned about expanding the vocabulary 

of the learners within the English language, he/she would have used some time to 

explain what these terms meant in English. This would, however, have slowed down 

the speed of the mathematics learning. The teacher would then have been engaged in 

English teaching, not in mathematics teaching. 
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4.3.3 Translation 

Another coping strategy that Tanzanian secondary school teachers use in their 

class-rooms is more or less full translations of everything they say in English 

to Kiswahili. Here is an extract from the researcher‟s observation in class: 

The next class observed was a Form IV class that had mathematics 

with a male teacher. He made use of Kiswahili to make students 

understand. He would say the sentences in English very slowly first 

and then repeat what he had said more quickly but in Kiswahili this 

time. On one occasion one of the students then asked him a question 

in Kiswahili and he answered in Kiswahili and at some length. (T4 

from school B) 

The fact that everything is repeated naturally slows down the lesson. It 

functions like when we are using an interpreter who will translate everything 

somebody says in a language we do not understand into a familiar language. 

As we know, such talks take about double the amount of time compared to a 

talk just in one language (or simultaneous translation). We also do not pay 

much attention to the first language spoken because we know that we shall 

get that information repeated in a language we understand better. 

So far we have been dealing with classroom situations where the teacher is 

trying to bring some factual knowledge across to his/her students. But in a 

school setting language is used not only to impart knowledge but it is also 

used for class-room management. Language is further used to create a good 

atmosphere between students and teachers. 

4.4 Challenges �R�I�� �(�Q�J�O�L�V�K�� �O�D�Q�J�X�D�J�H�� �D�V�� �D�� �0�H�G�L�X�P�� �R�I�� �,�Q�V�W�U�X�F�W�L�R�Q�V�� �L�Q�� �6�W�X�G�H�Q�W�V�¶��

Mathematics Understanding 

The third objective of the study aimed to assess the challenges of English as 

medium of instructions for students‟ understanding of Mathematics. This 

objective aimed to examine the challenges of using English as a medium of 

instructions in Mathematics to enhance students‟ understanding. After 
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reading and analyzing the data, five sub - themes were developed that guided 

the discussions of the findings as shown in Table 4.5.  
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Table 5: Challenges of the English Language on �6�W�X�G�H�Q�W�V�¶��Understanding of Mathematics (N=119) 

Items    Strong disagree Disagree  Neutral Agree Strong Agree 

 F % F % F % F % F % 

The use of English language makes it harder for me to get 

good grades 

24 20.2 23 19.3 20 16.8 51 42.9 1 0.8 

The use of English language makes me to feel shy to a 

questions in class. 

10 8.4 17 14.3 24 20.2 53 44.5 15 12.6 

It is harder for me to understand the instructions when 

teachers use English 

21 17.6 26 21.8 31 26.1 38 31.9 3 2.5 

No academic help from parents since they cannot understand 

English. 

45 37.8 9 7.6 10 8.4 49 42.2 6 5.0 

Mathematics is simple for me when teachers use Kiswahili 

during teaching. 

13 10.9 8 6.7 16 13.4 71 59.7 11 9.2 

Failure in Mathematics it is due to the use of English 

language 

5 4.2 24 20.5 19 16.0 41 34.5 30 25.2 

Teachers switch between English and Kiswahili while 

teaching mathematics in our class 

5 4.2 6 5.0 24 20.2 60 50.4 24 20.2 

The concepts I learn in class tend to be easier to understand if 

the teacher teaches using Kiswahili language. 

9 7.6 10 8.4 23 19.3 50 42 27 22.7 

I fall back to mother tongue when I communicate or ask 18 15.1 19 16.0 23 19.3 31 26.1 28 23.5 
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question in the class. 

Students participation is not good in math lesson when 

English is used compared to when mother language is used in 

teaching. 

9 7.5 16 13.4 17 14.2 42 35.3 35 29.4 

It is easier for me to understand mathematics when my 

teacher uses both Kiswahili and English in our class. 

4 3.4 7 5.9 23 19.3 44 37.0 41 34.5 

I prefer when my teacher translate all instructions from 

English to Kiswahili 

7 5.9 15 12.6 23 19.3 39 32.8 35 29.4 

My teacher speaks almost the entire time of class in English 

when teaching Mathematics. 

29 24.4 43 36.1 28 23.5 13 10.9 6 5.0 

I understand questions and content in English 15 12.6 24 20.2 51 42.9 22 18.5 7 5.9 

English language is less important in Mathematics subject 27 22.7 32 26.9 22 18.5 24 20.2 14 11.8 

Lack of understanding of subject matter can cause dropout in 

class or truancy. 

19 16.0 20 16.8 14 11.8 43 36.1 23 19.3 

Incompetence of English language is due to my educational 

background. 

20 16.8 25 21.0 8 6.7 39 32.8 27 22.7 

I like to attend classes when the teacher uses Kiswahili and 

not English 

14 11.8 33 27.7 32 26.9 23 19.3 18 15.1 

Each time I read a new word, I look up a meaning in a 

dictionary. 

13 10.9 25 21.0 34 28.6 20 16.8 27.7 22.7 

Source: Field work (2019) 
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Table .5 show that 42.9% of the students said that the use of English language  

as  the  medium of instructions  was making  it  harder for them to get good 

grades, since they were  facing  difficulties in understanding instructions and 

vocabulary written in English language. Again,   44.5% of the students said 

that the use of English language makes them to feel shy to ask a questions in class., 

31.9% of the students said that it was harder for them to understand the 

instructions when teachers were using English. This was due to their limited 

English proficiency level. In contrast, 42.2% of the students said that no 

academic help from parents since they cannot understand English. It was noted that 

students were using mostly their mother languages in learning since they it 

was the languages of interaction at home with their parents. Again, 59.7% of 

the students said that failure in Mathematics was due to the use of English 

language, since most of the instructions were in the language they did not 

understand.  On the other hand, 34.5% of the students said that Failure, 50.4% 

of the students said that teachers were switching between English and Kiswahili 

while teaching mathematics in class. It  was observed  that  most of the 

mathematics teachers were  elaborating  concepts in Kiswahili to  make  

students  understand, 42% of the  students said that concepts they were  

learning  in class tended to be easier to understand if the teacher taught them  

using Kiswahili language, since it was  the language which was  familiar to 

them Again, 26.1% of  the students said that they were  falling  back to 

mother tongue when they  were  communicating  or asking  questions in t 

class. They were doing   this due to the limited amount of English language 

proficiency they had.   In contrast, 35.3% of the students said that their 

participation is not good in math lesson when English is used compared to when 

mother language is used in teaching. did  not  enjoy  mathematics lesson when 

taught in English, 37% of students said that it was easier for them to 

understand mathematics when their teachers used both Kiswahili and English 

in class, 32.8% of the  students said that they were  comfortable when the  

teacher translated all instructions from English to Kiswahili,36.1% of the  

students said that there even  teachers did  not  speak  English throughout  the 

entire  Mathematics lesson   because  not all teachers were  competent in  the 

language of instructions being  used.  Again, 42.9% of the students said that it 
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was normal for them to understood questions and content in English, since 

some questions required the uses of just formulas and not language. 26.9% of 

the students said that English language was not less important in Mathematics 

subject, despite English being the language that was causing barriers in 

understanding and performing well, students were seeing it as an important 

language for further job opportunity in their future.  Again, 36.1% of the 

students said that lack of understanding of subject matter could cause dropout 

in class or truancy. This was likely due to loss of interest and motivation to 

learn. For  their  part, 32.8% of  the  students said that their  incompetence in  

English language was  due to their educational background,  since  most  of 

them  were from primary schools in which the language of instructions was 

Kiswahili. Therefore, this made it hard for them to cope with language 

changes. Yet, 33% of the students said that they disliked to attend classes 

when the teacher used Kiswahili and not English, 28.9% of the students said 

that was normal each time they read a new word, they look up a meaning in a 

dictionary. Therefore, from the results obtained from students, it is true that 

language plays an important role in achieving both teachers and students 

future goals. 

Likewise, the results generated from interviews on the same objective 

revealed the following findings as  presented as subthemes in the following 

table 6 below.   
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Sub them Students (N) =119 Important quotes 

 F %  

Lack of understanding          96 80 “I don’t understand some 

concept when teachers 

introduce the topic in 

English language (S1 

school C) 

Lack of acquisition of 

English speaking and 

writing skills 

90 75 “our school background 

affect us how to pronounce 

some English words 

perfectly.(S2 school B) 

Lack of confidence 

encourages dropping out 

in the subject  

45 37  “mathematics lessons are 

worse when are being 

taught in English hence 

sometimes I don’t attend in 

class” (S3 school A) 

Low grades in exams 85 71 “Because of low 

understanding of English 

language, this leads to get 

low grades in 

examination” (S4, school 

D). 

Source: Field data 2019. 

4.4.1 English Language Encourages Lack of   Mathematics Understanding 

With regard to the   section   above the data obtained through questionnaires and 

interviews with students revealed that about 80% of the students agreed that English 

language was hindering them from understanding mathematical concepts. For 

example, during interview, students revealed that lack of appropriate proficiency in 

English was  limiting  them  from  developing  understanding of the core content 

knowledge of Mathematics hence  their  failure  to  devise  and  use  appropriate 
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strategies. They revealed that this happened when the teacher introduced the topic in 

English language, which they were not familiar with. Given this situation, there were 

some concepts that required elaboration in Kiswahili language. During the 

interviews, one of the students noted that: 

 “In primary school we were taught about English. After reaching 

secondary school, we must be taught in English. So it becomes 

difficult to talk with our fellow students and even to negotiate with 

teachers becomes a problem” (S1 from school C)  

Another student said, 

 “Being taught in English language, makes me not to understand 

some of mathematics concepts, therefore it is better for the teachers to 

use Kiswahili in class especially for the difficult concepts for me to 

understand” (S2 from school B) 

The above explanations from students give the lesson to the researcher about how 

English discourages students from learning mathematics  From  the  findings,  it  can  

be  inferred  that Tanzanian secondary school students  have  been  failing  to acquire 

basic mathematical concepts due to the poor understanding of the language being 

used  as   a  medium  of  instructions. Furthermore, during the interview, teachers 

revealed that the  use  of  English language as  the  medium  of instructions  was    

increasing  the level difficulties to  students  in   learning mathematics..  On this 

particular regard, one of the teachers at school „A‟ noted that students would learn 

better when they are taught in a language that they are familiar with. Otherwise they 

tend to develop negative attitude towards the subject due to their background of 

language. For instance, one of the teachers during interviews in school „B‟ 

established that: 

They do lose hope, especially when they meet with this language; I 

mean the English language …. In primary school, they speak 

Kiswahili, so when they start using English in secondary schools it 

becomes a hindrance to them in learning especially learning 

mathematics. (T1 from school B) 
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From findings above as they have been generated from interview, it is obvious that 

the use of English language, has been encouraging negative attitude toward learning 

mathematics. Therefore, in order to make students learn Mathematics,   they have   

been finding it is necessary to teach by switching to the two languages. 

4.4.2 Lack of Acquisition of English Speaking and Writing 

The analysis of the collected data from students through interviews revealed that 

about 75% of the use of English language was limiting students‟ communication 

level in class. It was observed that when a teacher introduces the topic in English, it 

creates low participation from students.  This is because students fail to speak and 

write various concepts because they have low level of language proficiency. Thus, 

this has been limiting students from participating in learning mathematics using the 

language that they can‟t understand. One of the students asserted that: 

      “In primary school we were taught about English. After 

reaching secondary school  

       we must be taught in English. So it becomes difficult to talk 

with our fellow   student and even to negotiate with teachers 

becomes a problem.”(S2 from school B) 

 

Another student noted  

 

 “My proficiency of English language is low, so it hinders me not to 

speak in class because of being afraid to be laughed by my fellow 

students. It becomes easier for me when teachers mix the two 

languages” (S3 from school C) 

This implies that communication in class is very important especially when the 

language being communicated is both known to teachers and students. This allows 

class management and participation in class. But it was observed that students were 

afraid to speak due to the rules preventing students to speak Kiswahili otherwise they 

get punished.    

4.4.3 Lack of Confidence Encourage Truancy and Dropping out 

The data obtained through semi-structured interviews revealed that about 45% of the 

students drawn in in truancy and dropping out in Mathematics class.  It was noted 

students‟ background has been playing a visual rule in education. When they join 
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secondary school they (are) always happy but when they face the variation from what 

they used to in primary school, some of them become disappointed and you find that 

within two or three months they like to (stay) at home instead of coming to school. 

So they lose interest in  learning hence  making of them  start  playing  truancy  

which  eventually  leads  to  dropping  out   from  school.  .   Pertaining to this, 

during interview, one of the students added that: 

In primary school, Mathematics was taught in Kiswahili. However, 

after reaching secondary school, the same subject is taught in 

English. So it becomes difficult for me to understand the subject 

something which makes become disposed to dodging Mathematics 

lessons (S1 from  school A) 

Furthermore, during interview and observation with teachers, it was revealed that 

most of  the  students were exposed to truancy and dropping out due to the  

challenges  of  English  as  a language of  instructions  of  which  they  were 

sometimes being punished when they broke  the rules by speaking Kiswahili of  

which  they  were  not  allowed  to . Therefore, this led them to lose interest in 

learning. Reacting on this, on one of the teachers gave the following during interview  

“When you are teaching in English … you have to translate some 

words so that children can understand the lesson. If you don't do 

that they stare back at you; they don't understand anything. So the 

main problem is the language. And also, here in our school, you 

have to speak English but (the children) they are not allowed to 

speak in the Kiswahili language. So if they speak in Kiswahili or (a 

local) language, they have to be punished” (T1 from school A). 

The findings above imply   that, students have been facing difficulties in coping with 

language variation as the result they tend to be discouraged to learn. Since  they  are  

exposed  to  a new  environment  which  is  different  from  what  they   were  

exposed  before, that  means they are obliged to observe  new rules of secondary 

schools, such as are not speaking  Kiswahili otherwise they  are  punished.  . 
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4.4.4 Low Performance in Exams  

Regarding the performance of students in examinations, the analysis of the data 

collected from students and teachers through interviews revealed that poor 

knowledge of the subject was leading to poor achievement in examinations.  . 

Regarding this, during interview, one of the students noted that: 

“I fail in examination because some of mathematical vocabulary is 

difficult to  

understand” (S4 from school D) 

The narrations above suggest that students have less competency in the language of 

instructions something that leads to poor understanding of concepts they meet in 

examinations. Furthermore, during the interviews with teachers in school „C‟  it  was 

revealed that the use of communicative strategies such as code switching and code 

mixing help students understand the subject, but it  was  noted that  examinations 

were  being  composed  in English language something  that led to low achievement. 

During interviews, one of the teachers said that: 

“I use to teach mathematics in English but mixing it with Kiswahili in 

order to make my students understand. Thus the essence   of mixing 

two languages is to make my students pay attention to the language 

that is familiar to them. Hence when it comes to examination, 

questions are formulated in mixed forms but rather in English 

language, therefore they perform poorly” (T4 from school D) 

From the above explanations, this study concludes that despite teachers working hard 

to teach students using various strategies, their students still fail exams. It was 

observed that students had low self-practice when it came to   mathematics which 

requires tight discipline in practicing what was taught. 

The above finding indicates that there are still communication barriers to 

understanding Mathematics as a subject when English language is used as the Mol 

(medium of instructions).It is understandable that teachers would like their students 

to pass Mathematics and further their education, however, it requires teachers to 
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teach for understanding in order to fulfil the implementation of 2005 curriculum 

known as competence based curriculum. This syllabus demands students to be 

competent according to the knowledge they get in schools, so as to serve the society 

to fulfil the self-reliance policy.  However, this can be achieved when their will be 

active collaboration between teachers and parents to facilitate student learning and 

development especially in literacy and mathematics skills programme. 

4.5 DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 

This chapter discusses the main findings presented in chapter four. The findings are 

discussed in relation to the research objectives and questions as implied in chapter 

one. This chapter is divided into four sub-sections, namely the experience of students 

on linguistic transition period from Kiswahili to English, teachers‟ use of English as 

a medium of instructions in learning Mathematics, and influence of English as a 

medium of instructions for students‟ learning  and  understanding  of  mathematics.  

4.5.1 Stu�G�H�Q�W�V�¶���(�[�S�H�U�L�H�Q�F�H���R�I��Linguistic Transition from Kiswahili to English 

The findings obtained from the interviews conducted and questionnaires 

administered   to the students revealed that they felt that they did not possess 

sufficient knowledge of the English language during their linguistic transition from 

Kiswahili to English in secondary schools. It was noted that majority of them had 

Kiswahili as the language of instructions in their primary schools. Many of the 

students  showed problem in speaking, writing and reading because of  their  poor 

knowledge of the  English  language  as  a  new  medium  of  instructions something  

which  made  them  lose  interest  in learning. This finding  is supported by Persson& 

Ohlin (2013), who  found that when they begin secondary school education,  most  of 

the students have  insufficient  , level of English language proficiency. Therefore 

they were facing difficulties in reading, writing and speaking.  On this particular 

regard, Vujich, (2013), adds that a number of the students interviewed reported being 

apprehensive about the transition from MTE (mother tongue education) to English-

medium education because of their inadequate English language skills. Thus they 

experienced class anxious when they considered that all subjects would be in English 

because they had difficulties in understanding the English. Similarly,  in  the  context  

of this  study,  it was  revealed that some of  the students said that the ones who could 

not  express themselves in English kept  quiet and stopped  talking something  that  
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affected   their  learning of  Mathematics  in  general. This finding  is supported by 

Persson& Ohlin (2013) who  found that, problem areas that many of the students 

experienced after the linguistic transitions were pronunciation, reading, writing and 

understanding the new terminologies, in English.  

Furthermore the analysis of the data and interview it was revealed that most of the 

students felt that it was the language barrier that was their biggest problem when it 

came   to learning Mathematics.  Therefore they thought it better to be taught in 

mixed languages in order to understand and to enhance their active participation in 

Mathematics A similar finding was made by Brolén and Cullfors (2007) who found 

that if a teacher had asked the question in Kiswahili or had permitted the student to 

reply in Kiswahili this would not have been a problem conferring to the students. In 

other words, it is not the knowledge of the subject that is the problem, but rather 

language that creates a difficulty; that makes them fail to express what they want to 

say. Hence language plays an important role in enhancing active communication in 

learning mathematics. 

4.5.2 �7�H�D�F�K�H�U�V�¶�� �X�V�H�� �R�I�� �(�Q�J�O�L�V�K�� �/�D�Q�J�X�D�J�H�� �D�V�� �D�� �0�H�G�L�X�P�� �R�I�� �,�Q�V�W�U�X�F�W�L�R�Q�V�� �L�Q��

Teaching and Learning Mathematics 

The study findings revealed that due to difficulties that students were facing in 

understanding Mathematics, strategies like code switching, code mixing and 

translation were being employed by teachers to enhance students‟ understanding in 

Tanzania. Again, the findings obtained from observation revealed that most teachers 

liked   using code switching since it was seen as a more plausible strategy because it 

allows for the construction and discussion of more complex ideas of mathematics.  

This finding is supported by Murillo‟s (2005) who found that teacher code-switched 

during their teaching although it was not a common practice. This confirms the fact 

that code-switching is a common phenomenon in bi/multilingual classrooms. 

Furthermore, it was observed that when teachers introduced the topic using both 

Kiswahili and English language, students showed cooperation by participating in 

various activities such as group work and asking questions for more elaboration. This 

finding is supported by Baker and Heugh (2006) who argue that teachers who switch 

to mother tongue during teaching, get pedagogical benefit because they easily teach 

and equip themselves with the language techniques, strategies and language 
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proficiency. Therefore students tend to be free to ask questions where they do not 

understand and they are given more time to discuss their own through group 

discussion and presentations.  

Setati (2005) added that  the use of the students‟ home languages in understanding 

mathematics, need to be used as a support needed while students continue to develop 

proficiency in the LoLT (language of learning and teaching) at the same time 

understand mathematics. This may be seen as a resource and not as a problem since   

it helps students get a deeper understanding of the mathematics being taught. This 

makes students become actively involved in the class, communicating, carrying out 

instructions effectively and therefore understanding the subject matter. Through 

interview, one of the teachers said that he was code switching whenever teaching 

mathematics for the purpose of giving better explanations of the topics, concepts, 

stimulation and participation of the students. This finding is supported by Amua-

Sekyi (2000) who conducted a survey on teachers‟ classroom language practice and 

observed the use of English language as a medium of instructions in education in 

Ghana that majority of the teachers used code switching as a communication 

strategy, because it was facilitating easy transfer of information and giving better 

explanation of terminologies thus ensuring effective teaching and learning. Therefore 

it was revealed that code switching enhances students‟ understanding of concepts, 

ensures active participation in lessons during teaching and learning since the medium 

of instructions is often not the students‟ mother language. 

Furthermore, through findings generated from interviews with teachers, it was 

revealed that switching to mother language education influences students‟ positive 

attitude and self-esteem. This makes it easier for students to develop a sense of 

belonging in class. Therefore, it reduces the rate of truancy and drop out in 

mathematics class. This finding is supported by the study of Swain, et al, (1990) who 

showed that early first language education has a positive impact on the self-

confidence of the learners. This makes it easier for children to develop an initial 

understanding of the functions and mechanism of reading, speaking and writing in 

the first language. Therefore students‟ who are educated primarily in their mother 

tongue attain more success in their studies and because they have a solid foundation. 
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Moreover, through observation, it was noted that translation strategy was also among 

the strategies used by teachers in mathematics class. It was observed that students 

pay attention to what the teacher has to say, especially for the language that they are 

familiar with. This  increases comfortability  and creates a positive atmosphere in the 

classroom, A similar finding was made by Mirbazel, (2018) who  explored that the 

instructions of second language through  translation strategies are also  beneficial for 

teachers in reducing their students‟ anxiety to learn Mathematics in foreign language. 

However the interview from teachers illustrated that the reason for using translation 

strategy was that it contributes to students‟ feeling comfortable which in turn 

influences their competency and performance as well as their motivation and interest 

in the path of development of Mathematic understanding. A similar finding was also  

made by Mirbazel, (2018) whose  study aimed at  the importance of employing first 

language in second language classroom via translation strategies by English teachers. 

The findings of this study underlined the effective features of employing the 

translation strategy to maximize interaction between students and teacher 

collaboratively to enhance meaningful learning. 

The Tanzania language of instructions policy denies teachers‟ practice of code- 

switching and code-mixing in the class-room. Therefore those who are using English 

only as the language of instructions in secondary school so as to be accurate to the 

policy, are just concerned with teaching, not catering  for  the  academic needs of 

students specifically  in  facilitating  their understanding. Thus there may be reason 

to say that English works as the language of devastation, destroying the learning 

prospects and learning outcomes for the students 

4.6 �&�K�D�O�O�H�Q�J�H�V�� �R�I�� �(�Q�J�O�L�V�K�� �D�V�� �D�� �0�H�G�L�X�P�� �R�I�� �,�Q�V�W�U�X�F�W�L�R�Q�V�� �L�Q�� �6�W�X�G�H�Q�W�V�¶��

Understanding of Mathematics       

Regarding section 5.4 above, the findings revealed that lack of understanding, lack of 

speaking and writing skills, lack of confidence that was seen to encourage truancy 

and dropout and low grades, were the challenges that students were facing in 

understanding Mathematics when English language is the medium of instruction.  

The  findings  of this  study  revealed  that  students  were  facing problems when it  

came  to  the English‐medium instructions in secondary schools since they  had 
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received insufficient base  of English language in their primary schools. When the 

teacher follows the official policy she/he is supposed to follow, namely to teach 

through a foreign language only, students‟ do not understand what the teacher is 

saying.  This is because they simply have little exposure to and are not familiar with. 

These findings are supported by the study conducted by Probyn, (2006) in South 

Africa that English often creates a barrier to students‟ understanding of mathematics 

when it is not the students‟ home language. This problem can be attributed to two 

reasons: (1) teachers had received no or little training to teach through the medium of 

English, since most of the science teachers are less competent in English language 

and (2) students have very little exposure to English outside the classroom since the 

place that they opt to speak English is only within the school environment which is 

about little percent of the entire schedule of speaking their home language outside 

school campus. 

 On  this  issue, Rubagumye (2002) adds that, as the student complete their primary 

education and proceed to secondary schools they shift from Kiswahili to English 

which appears to be problematic for most of them. He found that students‟ level of 

English language proficiency in secondary schools was absolutely insufficient for 

understanding other subjects and recommended for abrupt measures to be taken. In 

the context of this study, one of the students summarized that, since teachers were 

aware that most of students came from primary school in which Kiswahili was a 

medium of instruction, then it is proper for teachers to use both languages during 

teaching and learning process in order to make  students  understand and achieve 

their  educational  goals. This result is highly supported by Vuzo, (2007) who 

conducted a research on how English as a medium of instructions affects learning 

and assessment. She recommends that a familiar language should be used for 

learning, teaching and assessment purposes in order to maximize students‟ 

understanding and academic performance. Therefore from this study, the researcher 

noted that students‟ familiar language was very importance for interaction with 

materials and positive participation with teachers would make them achieve the 

intended subject objectives. 

Moreover, lack of acquisition in speaking and writing skills to students was another 

challenge that was hindering students from understanding Mathematics.  It was noted 
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that students tended to be silent when teachers were using English only when 

delivering the subject matter. Therefore this reduced students‟ ability to participate 

fully in lesson either by asking questions, answering questions and working together. 

These findings are supported by the study conducted by Venzke (2002) who states 

that, in a classroom where the second language is the only language used, students 

tend to fall back on rote learning or being silent, thus defeating meaningful learning. 

He argues that learners who do not understand what the teacher is saying cannot 

internalize new knowledge and fall back on memorization in their content subjects. It 

was found from this study that 63% of the students could not speak fluent English in 

class. Regarding this, one of the students summarized that since English language 

proficiency was insufficient, most of the students tended to feel shy to speak in front 

of their fellows. For the matter of understanding when answering questions, 

Simasiku, Kasanda, and Smit, (2015) added that students can only progress 

successfully if their language proficiency in the language of instructions is 

sufficiently developed to be able to communicate academically. 

Furthermore, loss of  interest in learning, truancy and dropping  out of  students  

from  school  was another factor that  was  revealed  to hinder students‟ 

understanding of  mathematics. Losing hope and motivation was a striking feature 

that students experienced in their understanding of Mathematics. Similar findings 

were  identified by Tahir, Rizvi, Ghazali, Ahmad, and Shafiq, (2017)  who  found out 

that  64% students  agreed that EMI (English as a medium of instructions) is one of 

the major causes of dropout of students especially in secondary schools. There might 

be many influences of dropping out but not understanding the instructions of the 

teacher in English forces the students to leave school education. One of the students 

said  that in school there were many students who refused to come to school,especily 

those from Kiwahili primary schools due to the langauge of instructions 

variation.These  were  the ones who sufferered  a lot and finally left  the school and 

went  home. On  this  regard, O„Neil (2011)adds that, when students attribute failure 

to lack of ability, they hold less hope for doing better in the future since their history 

of failure and feelings of incompetence due to poor background weaken  their 

motivation in learning  thus leading to drop-out and truancy.  
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Moreover, low grades of students was another factor that was noted to affect 

students‟ Mathematics understanding. It was revealed that good mastering of English 

is needed to develop and understand mathematics in order to   achieve to outstanding 

results. However one of the students said that, due to low English language 

proficiency, students had low knowledge in mathematics and therefore, they were 

normally getting lower grades in a mathematics. As exams are established for the 

purpose of measuring students‟ competence in specific subject, any failure that 

occurs to students is noted as lack of understanding of a specific subject. This finding  

is  supported by the study by  Senkoro (2004)who found that, the standards of  

education  have  been  deteriorating year after year because most of the students 

enrolled in secondary schools lack language proficiency used as MOI (medium of 

instructions)  something  that affects students‟ mathematics academic performance in 

Tanzania. In which the government and various educational stakeholders ultimately 

have  been  alerted on the need of putting  more emphasis on the language used as 

MOI in improving students‟ ELP in the four skills: writing, reading, listening and 

speaking so as to facilitate realization  of educational goals and objectives. One 

student summarized that due to limited amount of English proficiency, it encourages 

lack of understanding of instructions and concepts given in exams. This is supported 

by a study conducted by Criper and Dodd (1984) to assess students‟ level of 

language proficiency they have, if would facilitate understanding in the medium of 

English in Tanzania. They found that, majority of secondary school students failed to 

follow instructions in English in their examinations due to the low level of ELP 

(English language proficiency). Therefore students‟ proficiency in English language 

as a MOI (medium of instructions) is a challenge which makes them face difficulties 

in comprehending the text with mathematics concepts written in English. Therefore, 

language proficiency is connected to academic achievement for it acts as the engine 

in the whole processes of getting knowledge as well as testing (Wilson & Komba 

2012). 

4.7 Summary of the Major Findings 

The presentation and discussion, the findings of the study established that English as 

a medium of instructions   has been   contributing to poor knowledge of students in 

Mathematics. It was found that most of the students learning mathematics in 
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secondary schools had come from Kiswahili medium schools, in which the language 

of instructions was Kiswahili. Although at beginning students talked about starting 

secondary schools with positive expectations and hoping to learn new thing, 

however,  their expectations were  not  met  due to the challenges  imposed  by  the  

English  as   a  new medium of instructions. These students started facing difficulties 

in understanding mathematics ranging from reading, writing and speaking the 

English language as a whole. As a result, teachers started employing various 

communicative strategies such as code switching, code mixing and translation for the 

purpose of making students understand   mathematics. It was observed that when 

students are taught in language that is familiar to them, they are motivated to 

participate in class, develop positive attitude toward learning mathematics concepts; 

facilitate smooth transition to schools and generally, make learning meaningful.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the summary, conclusion, and recommendations of the whole 

study, from chapter one to chapter five. It also gives conclusions drawn from the 

findings of the study and recommendations of the study. 

5.1 Summary of the study 

The current study was conducted in Dodoma City. The purpose of the study was to 

investigate the influence of English language as a medium of instructions on students 

„mathematics understanding in secondary schools. The study was guided by three 

specific objectives which were: 

i. To examine students‟ experiences of linguistic transition from Kiswahili to 

English in learning mathematics. 

ii. To examine teacher‟s use of English language as a medium of instructions in 

teaching and learning mathematics. 

iii. To determine challenges of English language as a medium of instructions on 

students‟ mathematical understanding 

The study was guided by one theory, namely the cognitive development theory by 

Jean Piaget (1896–1980).The theory was suitable in this study as it informed that 

student‟s language plays a great role in development of conceptual and logical 

understanding. The aforesaid assumption was based on the fact that experiential 

language learning involves learners understanding the new inputs and connecting 

them with previous inputs or learning experiences. Empirical literature from 

developed and developing countries including Tanzania was also reviewed before 

establishing a research gap that the study sought to fill. The study was conducted in 

Tanzania, Dodoma region, particularly in Dodoma City  Council It was conducted in 

four public secondary schools in which systematic sampling was used to select four 

schools.A total of 8 teachers (2 from each school) was  purposively selected while 

Form IV students were  selected untill the point of saturation was reached. 
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Similarly the study used Questionnaire, interview and Observation  to generate  

data.Questionnaires were administered to students and Mathematics teachers from 

the selected government owned schools. The interviews were used to collect data 

form IV students until the point of saturation. Observation checklist was used to 

collect data from subject Mathematics teachers only .Data were collected and 

analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. Descriptive statistics were used to 

analyze quantitative data through Statistical Packages for Social Sciences (SPSS) 

software (version 20) especially in computing frequencies and percentages while 

thematic analysis was used for qualitative data verbally presented. Furthermore, 

ethical considerations were taken into account by not only getting permission from 

all relevant authorities but also maintaining the element of confidentiality throughout 

the research and writing process 

5.2 Summary of the Results 

This section summarizes the results obtained as per objective 

5.2.1 S�W�X�G�H�Q�W�V�¶���H�[�S�H�U�L�H�Q�F�H�V���R�I�� �O�L�Q�J�X�L�V�W�L�F���W�U�D�Q�V�L�W�L�R�Q���I�U�R�P�� �.�L�V�Z�D�K�L�O�L���W�R���(�Q�J�O�L�V�K���L�Q��

learning mathematics. 

The evidence presented here confirms that transition to secondary school in Tanzania 

presents a challenge not only for students but also for their teachers. One 

interpretation of the data is straightforward: students were receiving insufficient 

grounding in the English language in their primary schools thus creating lack of 

understanding on various subjects when they started using English‐ as a medium of 

instructions in secondary schools. Nevertheless, students were revealed to face 

difficulties in speaking, reading and writing in the language which was not familiar 

to them. As a result, they lose interest, self-confidence and motivation o learn thus 

playing truancy and dropping out from school. On the other hand, it was found that 

English language was encouraging poor progress in academic achievement since 

students failed to understand instructions in exams due to low English language 

proficiency they had.  
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5.2.2 T�H�D�F�K�H�U�¶�V���X�V�H���R�I���(�Q�J�O�L�V�K���O�D�Q�J�X�D�J�H���D�V���D���P�H�G�L�X�P���R�I���L�Q�V�W�U�X�F�W�L�R�Qs in teaching 

and learning mathematics. 

The study findings showed that most of the teachers were code switching, code 

mixing and translation to enhance understanding of student‟s when learning 

mathematics. In order to address some of the challenges of facilitating effective 

communication between students and teachers in the classroom. It was noted that 

code switching from mother tongue (L1) to English (L2) was being used in most of 

the mathematics classroom. The teacher‟s importance in the language class cannot be 

over emphasized because students‟ success or failure in mastering the language of 

instructions is dependent on how creative, versatile and resourceful the teacher is. 

Teachers switch code as a strategy to compensate for the deficiency on the part of 

students. Therefore, it was found that when teachers teach by mixing both languages, 

it enhances class participation, discourse and management. 

5.2.3 Challenges of English language as a medium of instructions on students�¶ 

mathematical understanding. 

Furthermore, it was reported that, English being the medium of instructions affects 

students‟ understanding and enhance dropout. Again, students‟ language competency 

affects their performance in all subjects. In all grades, poor language competence 

limits conceptual understanding thus reducing the level of speaking and writing in a 

language that students are not familiar with. The study therefore found that, there 

was a need for professional teachers to offer their pedagogical techniques in a 

comprehensive and specialized manner.  

5.3 Conclusion of the Study 

In the light of the study objectives and discussion of the research findings, the 

following conclusions are made: First, Students were aware that language 

background was  affecting  their Mathematics  learning  hence  their  understanding 

of  as most of them had  come  to  secondary  schools  from primary schools where  

the language of instructions was Kiswahili. 

Secondly, teachers were found employing „code-switching‟ as a strategy to 

understand the subject with great care, because if code switching to the home 

language was  being  used too often, it would  deprive students of  communicating 
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and writing using English language, both in the classroom and outside. As the result 

it enhances the student‟s self-esteem and positive attitude towards mathematics.  

Thirdly, it was revealed that, English being a medium of instructions affects their 

learning such as lack of understanding, poor speaking and writing skills. It was 

observed that when teachers introduce the topic using English language only, they 

end up talking to themselves since students do not understand as the result they 

remain silent. Therefore, teaching Mathematics while mixing with the language that 

students are familiar with enhances their cooperation with teachers in class.  

In addition, the study revealed that, English language enhances students‟ rate of 

truancy and dropout in school. Students start their secondary education with positive 

expectation, but due to v change   of language of instructions, their expectations turn 

negative. It was seen that students lose interest in learning due to that fact that, they 

don‟t understand the language that teachers use when teaching. Therefore, they feel 

insecure to give cooperation to their fellow students and teachers. 

5.4 Recommendations for Further Research 

The current study puts forward some recommendations to ensure that, students 

become competent in mathematics. These recommendations are: 

 The curriculum should be changed to make it advocate for a greater focus on 

the English language in primary school to prepare students and provide them 

with sufficient knowledge before the transition. 

 Secondary School Level Mathematics textbook writers should be sensitized 

on the effects of English language on students‟ understanding of 

Mathematics. They should  write  Mathematics  book  which a vocabulary  

that  can  be  understood by learners  If  possible,  Mathematics  should  be 

taught with the help of two language i.e., English and Kiswahili which  

together  should   be  used  to  explain the terminologies that students‟ would 

encounter in every section of their textbooks. This would enhance students‟ 

understanding of Mathematics.  

 Parents should support their children in learning Mathematics by making sure 

that they buy books for their children to use after school. Also, they should 
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track the progress of their children through effectively communicating with 

the subject teachers. 

 This study focused on the influence of English language as a medium of 

instructions in students‟ Mathematics understanding in secondary schools. 

However, the study focused only on one subject which is mathematics. 

Therefore, it is recommended to have some other research conducted on other 

subjects to obtain a rational evidence on how English language influences 

other subjects since it is the language for teaching and learning in secondary 

schools.  

 The current study was limited to, Dodoma City Council. It is therefore 

recommended that other studies covering a wider part of Tanzania be done in 

order to give the understanding on the importance of influence of English 

language on students‟ Mathematics understanding. 

 The study used mixed approach deign with questionnaires, interviews and 

observations in collecting data from the respondents, however, it was thought 

that, purely qualitative could be very much more  suitable since most of the 

data were  individual perceptions and opinion based. 

The sample used in the current study were students, teachers  and heads of 

department that was  revealed  to narrow information from other categories such as 

policy makers and administrative and parents.  Therefore, the study recommends 

further researches to be done that will include various participants from different 

government and non-government organizations to provide more information on how 

English language influences students‟ understanding in various subject implemented 

in secondary schools 
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APPINDICES 

Appendix A: Questionnaires with students 

Part A: Invitation to the study 

Dear respondents 

My name is Jeanette Mwamkoa; I am a student from University of Dodoma 

(UDOM) pursuing Master of Arts in Education. Currently am doing my research on 

“Influence of English language as a medium of instruction in students 

understanding Mathematics”. Gently, respond to the questionnaires by putting a 

tick (√) in the appropriate box and filling the spaces provided. The information 

provided will highly be treated with confidentiality and will be only used for the 

purpose of this study. I kindly request for your cooperation. 

Part B: Preliminary Information  

Gender _________________________________________________ 

How old are you? ________________ 

(Please tick on the answers in each question)                          

My primary school was a:    Private school                                                    

Government school 

During primary school, the language of instruction was: English                            

Kiswahili 
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Part C: Questions (circle in the appropriate block) 

When I started Secondary school, I felt that my English skills were: 

a) Insufficient 

b) Less sufficient 

c) Sufficient 

d) More sufficient 

2. Which of the following do you find difficult to cope with in the language of 

teaching and learning  

      a). Reading  

      b). Writing  

      c) Listening  

      d) Speaking  

Please tick ( ) the answer that fits your opinion regarding the statements below;  

Table 1. How English as language of instruction influence your understanding in 

Mathematics 

 

Items 

    

Strong          

disagree 

    

Disagree 

   

Neutral 

   

Agree 

 

Strong 

agree 

The use of English language makes harder for 

me to get good grades 

     

The use of English language makes me to feel shy 

to a questions in class 

     

It is harder for me to understand the 

instructions when teachers use English 

     

It is easier to understand the  instructions 

when teachers use English 

Mathematics is simple for me when teachers 

use Kiswahili during teaching. 

     

Failure in Mathematics it is due to the use of 

English language 

     

Teachers switch between English and      
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Kiswahili while teaching mathematics in our 

class 

The concepts i learn in class tend to be easier 

to understand if the teacher taught using 

Kiswahili language. 

     

I fall back to mother tongue when I 

communicate or asking question in the class. 

     

I enjoy mathematics lesson when taught in 

English 

     

It is easier for me to understand mathematics 

when my teacher uses both Kiswahili and 

English our class. 

     

I prefer when my teacher translates all 

instructions from English to Kiswahili 

     

My teacher speaks almost the entire class in 

English when teaching Mathematics. 

     

I understand questions and content in English      

English language is less important in 

Mathematics subject 

     

Lack of understanding of subject matter can 

cause dropout in class or truancy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Incompetence of English language is due to 

my educational background. 

     

I like to attend classes when the teacher uses 

Kiswahili and not English 

Each time I read a new word, I look up a meaning 

in a dictionary 

     

 

The End 

Thank you for your authentic participation 
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Appendix B: Observational Checklist for teachers 

Topic taught …………………………… Date …………………………. 

Class Observed …………………………… Time ………………………… 

Observer‟s Name …………………………. Number of Students …… 

ITEMS OBESERVED COMMENTS 

Teacher exposition, Is the lesson topic 

explained in Kiswahili or English? 

 

 

In what situations is English/Kiswahili 

used?  (teaching, disciplining a student, 

discussions, jokes, asking teacher for help, 

group tasks) 

 

Language used by the students for 

communication with the teacher. 

 

In which language/s do the pupils use to 

interact well with each other? 

 

Pupils participation, Is there any 

consideration for the use of Kiswahili or 

English in Mathematics? 

Language strategies used by teachers 

when introducing mathematical concepts 

 

Any comments  
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Appendix C:  Interview with students 

1. What learning problems do you encounter when you are taught Mathematics in 

English Language? 

.........................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................... 

2. How does the language of teaching and learning influence your understanding of 

the concepts and learning material in Mathematics? 

.........................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................... 

3. How do you cope in understanding the concepts of Mathematics when the teacher 

uses English language as a medium of instruction? 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

4. Do you feel that certain terms in the learning area could be better explained in the 

Kiswahili language than in English for you to understand better? 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

5. In what ways does the teacher help you to understand mathematics when they use 

English language as a medium of instruction? 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 
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6. What is your opinion regarding the suitability of English language in Helping you 

to understand mathematics in your school? 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 
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Appendix D: Interviews with teacher 

 I am a postgraduate student at the University Of Dodoma. I am currently working on 

my Masters of Art in Education. I am conducting a study for my dissertation. My 

study will look at the influence of English language as a medium of instruction in 

students understanding Mathematics. Your participation in this study is voluntary, 

and you may choose later that you no longer want to participate.  

1. How long have you been teaching mathematics in secondary schools? 

.........................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................... 

2. What language strategies do you use to support students to understand 

Mathematics when you use in the English language of instruction? Why 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

3. Does English language play a virtual role in helping students to develop an 

understanding of Mathematics? If yes or no why 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

4. Do you think the use of English as a language of instruction leads to lack 

understanding of mathematics among students? If yes or no why 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 
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5. Do you switch to Kiswahili language when you teach Mathematics in your class? 

If so why 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

6. What is your opinion regarding the suitability of English language in helping 

students to understand mathematics in your school? 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 

7. What difficulties do you experience when helping students to develop the 

understanding of Mathematics in your class? Why? 

......................................................................................................................................... 

.........................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................... 

......................................................................................................................................... 
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Appendix E: Permission Letter from the University o Dodoma  
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Appendix F: Letter from City Council  
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Appendix G: District educational officer  

 


